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1. Background 
As a member of the RightsStatements.org consortium (RS.org), the National Heritage Digitization 

Strategy (NHDS) undertook this research to determine the extent to which RS.org rights statements are 

practical in the Canadian context. Work undertaken has included: 

 reviewing and summarizing some of the available literature on RS.org;  

 comparing RS.org to other methods, standards, schemes, vocabularies, and tools for recording 

or communicating rights-related information, as part of explaining the role and purpose of 

RS.org;  

 assessing the existing suite of RS.org statements in relation to Canadian copyright law, to 

determine alignment and identify potential gaps;  

 outlining general implementation considerations for RS.org; and 

 presenting the cases of five Canadian cultural heritage organizations who have implemented 

RS.org or who are considering it, to illustrate their processes, plans, and challenges met. 

The overall goal of this report is to help socialize RS.org in the Canadian Galleries, Libraries, Archives and 

Museums (GLAM) community, to illustrate its potential utility and value, and to provide concrete 

examples of implementations, so that others in the community who may wish to consider RS.org 

implementation can potentially benefit from collective experience. 

2. What is RightsStatements.org? 

2.1 Context and overview 
RS.org developed in response to recommendations of an International Rights Statements Working 

Group, with members from both Europeana and the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA). As 

aggregators of cultural heritage metadata, these organizations recognized a gap in metadata standards, 

specifically that there was no common standard for expressing rights information for cultural heritage 

content. Managing metadata with a proliferation of rights statements presented challenges to them as 

aggregators, and they also recognized the challenges it posed to end-users, with respect to clarity and 

understandability.1 An abundance of rights statements exists due to differences in copyright laws across 

jurisdictions, risk aversion by providers of digital cultural heritage content, and uncertainty around 

provenance or ownership of collections.2 Establishing a simple and common vocabulary to communicate 

rights status and terms of use would help to rectify this situation. 

To fill this gap, 12 standardized rights statements were developed, with the intent that they would 

provide simple, standardized summaries of the rights status of works that were being made known or 

                                                                 
1 For instance, tens of thousands of different rights statements have been used by those contributing to Digital Public 

Library of America collections. See [page 3] of: Kelcy Shepherd, "Getting it right on rights: RightsStatements.org", [2016], 
accessed 7 August 2019 at https://osf.io/ebd8m/download. This page includes a visualization by Dean Farrell of 26,000 distinct 
rights statements in DPLA at the time. See also: Dean Farrell, “DPLA rights”, accessed 21 August 2019 at 
http://www.deanfarr.com/dpla-rights/. 

2 International Rights Statements Working Group, "White paper: Recommendations for standardized international 
rights statements", p. 11, October 15 (updated May 2018), accessed 7 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/files/180531recommendations_for_standardized_international_rights_statements_v1.2.2.pdf. 

https://osf.io/ebd8m/download
http://www.deanfarr.com/dpla-rights/
https://rightsstatements.org/files/180531recommendations_for_standardized_international_rights_statements_v1.2.2.pdf
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discoverable online, as well as provide some information on how the works could be used. These 

statements were also designed to be machine-readable as linked data, which allowed for their re-

usability on the Web, as well as supporting activities such as querying digital collections and grouping 

search results by particular rights statuses. The statements were intended to be used in the 

international context, providing a common language and a common means to summarize rights status 

of cultural heritage material as it is understood by organizations making content available. RS.org 

statements are a communication tool to summarize rights information, and can be provided alongside 

more detailed, idiosyncratic rights information. They are not a legal instrument such as a license, and 

they have no legal binding or application.3   

2.2 Governance 
RS.org is a consortium consisting of members from around the world, currently five continental and 

international aggregators: DPLA (United States of America), Europeana, National Digital Library of India, 

National Heritage Digitization Strategy (Canada), and Trove (Australia). 

A Steering Committee oversees the consortium's development, and maintenance of the rights 

statements is undertaken by two working groups: the International Rights Statements Working Group, 

and the Technical Working Group.4  

The International Rights Statements Working Group is tasked with ensuring that the rights statements 

meet the needs of cultural heritage institutions and aggregators employing them and that they conform 

to design principles outlined in the white paper "Recommendations for standardized international rights 

statements."  

The Technical Working Group is tasked with maintaining the technical infrastructure and data model 

that underlies the rights statements, as defined in the white paper "Requirements for the technical 

infrastructure for standardized international rights statements."5 

The Steering Committee members represent participating consortium member institutions, with 

exception to the chairs of the working groups. Joining the consortium affords an opportunity to 

contribute to the development of the rights statements, although they are free to use by any interested 

party.6 

                                                                 
3 RightsStatements.org, "About RightsStatements.org", accessed 7 August 2019 at 

https://rightsstatements.org/en/about.html. See also: Ibid., “Frequently asked questions”, accessed 7 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/faq.html. See also: “White paper: Recommendations for standardized 
international rights statements”, p. 13. This clarifies that RS.org statements are not incontestable; users may still investigate the 
copyright status of an item and identify a different status. Further, exceptions under copyright laws may still allow certain uses 
of copyright materials. 

4 “About RightsStatements.org”. 
5 October 15 (updated January 2018), accessed 7 August 2019 at 

https://rightsstatements.org/files/180117requirements_for_the_technical_infrastructure_for_standardized_international_righ
ts_statements_v1.2.1.pdf. 

6 RightsStatements.org, "Get involved", accessed 7 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/en/get_involved.html.  

https://rightsstatements.org/en/about.html
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/faq.html
https://rightsstatements.org/files/180117requirements_for_the_technical_infrastructure_for_standardized_international_rights_statements_v1.2.1.pdf
https://rightsstatements.org/files/180117requirements_for_the_technical_infrastructure_for_standardized_international_rights_statements_v1.2.1.pdf
https://rightsstatements.org/en/get_involved.html
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2.3 Rights statements 
At present there are 12 rights statements available for use.7 Applying statements is predicated on 

completing assessments to identify the rights status of items. In many jurisdictions copyright belongs to 

source material, not digital reproductions of it; specific presentations of material may also constitute 

separate works that are protected by copyright. However, a new layer of copyright is not created for 

digital reproductions of source material.8 

 There are five in-copyright statements. RS.org encourages organizations that hold copyright of 

the content they are making available to instead consider licensing them with a Creative 

Commons licence.9 

 There are four rights statements intended for use with items that are not in copyright but for 

which other restrictions exist that prevent their free re-use, or for which copyright status only 

applies in a certain jurisdiction. RS.org advises that these statements should only be used when 

Creative Common's Public Domain Mark or CC0 Public Domain Dedication cannot be used.10 

 There are three rights statements for items for which the copyright status has not been 

conclusively determined, and where it is not possible to use a more specific statement or 

license.  

 

Table 1. Summary of RS.org statements 

In Copyright 

 Copyright Status Description 

1 In Copyright Used for an item in copyright. The organization making the item 
available is the copyright holder, or it has obtained permission from 
the copyright holder to make it available, or it can make the item 
available through an exception or limitation to copyright (e.g., fair 
dealing). 

2 In Copyright – EU Orphan 
Work 

Used for an in-copyright item that has been identified as an orphan 
work under Directive 2012/28/EU of the European Parliament and 
the Council of 25 October 2012. Additional qualifications are noted 

                                                                 
7 Ibid., "Rights statements", accessed 7 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/page/1.0/?language=en. 

Descriptions of the statements provided here and in Table 1 are paraphrased from this site for the convenience of the reader. 
8 "White paper: Recommendations for standardized international rights statements", p. 10. Note that RS.org intended 

for their statements to apply to digitized reproductions of material, based on their data model. However, the copyright of the 
source material and the digitized reproduction may in fact be the same. See Richard J. Urban, "What are rightsstatements 
about?", 24 May 2019, accessed 28 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/en/2019/05/what-are-rights-statements-
about.html. This blog posting clarifies that Europeana and DPLA's data models "allow many elements to be attributed to 
resources that represent the original work... or belong to the level of digital representations..." and that "in this context, the 
rights statement will ... always be about the rights status of the digital representation."  

9 RightsStatements.org, “Documentation”, accessed 30 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/. See also: Ibid., “Rights statements”. 

10 Ibid. Public Domain Mark 1.0 signifies that the work is known to be free of copyright restrictions and that it can be 
freely copied, modified and distributed without permission. See: Creative Commons, "Public Domain Mark 1.0", accessed 7 
August 2019 at https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/. CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0) Public Domain Dedication 
signifies that a work has been dedicated to the public domain by virtue of a person associated with the work having waived all 
of his or her rights. See: Ibid., "CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0) Public Domain Dedication", accessed 7 August 2019 at 
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/.  

https://rightsstatements.org/page/1.0/?language=en
https://rightsstatements.org/en/2019/05/what-are-rights-statements-about.html
https://rightsstatements.org/en/2019/05/what-are-rights-statements-about.html
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
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in the Directive regarding types of works and types of institutions 
that can make them available. Registration of the orphan works in 
the European Union Orphan Works Database is required. 

3 In Copyright – Educational 
Use Permitted 

Used for in-copyright items that can be made available by an 
organization that holds the rights, or that has been granted 
permission by the rights holder, to make the item available for 
educational purposes without having to obtain additional 
permission. 

4 In Copyright – Non-
commercial Use Permitted 

Used for in-copyright items made available by an organization that 
holds the rights, or that has been authorized by the rights holder, 
to allow use of their works for non-commercial purposes without 
needing explicit permission. 

5 In Copyright - Rights-
holder(s) unlocatable of 
unidentifiable 

Used for in-copyright items whose rights holders have not been 
identified or located after a reasonable degree of investigation. It 
should only be used for items that are thought, with some 
confidence, to be in copyright. It cannot be used for European 
Union Orphan works. 

 
Not in Copyright 

 Copyright Status Description 

6 No Copyright – Contractual 
Restrictions 

Used for public domain items which an organization is making 
available within limitations set by a contractual agreement 
restricting additional use. It should be accompanied by a link to a 
page detailing the contractual restrictions. 

7 No Copyright – Non-
commercial Use Only 

Used for public domain items digitized through a private-public 
partnership, which includes an agreement to limit commercial uses 
by third parties. While it was originally developed for items 
digitized through partnerships between European Libraries and 
Google, it can be applied in other comparable situations. 

8 No Copyright – Other 
Known Legal Restrictions 

Used for public domain items that cannot be freely re-used due to 
known legal restrictions (e.g., traditional cultural expression 
protections). It should be accompanied by a link to a page that 
details the legal restrictions limiting re-use. 

9 No Copyright – United 
States 

Used for items free of copyright according to United States laws. It 
should not be used for orphan works (which are assumed to be in 
copyright) or when copyright status has not yet been ascertained 
by the organization seeking to make content available. 

 

Undetermined Copyright 

 Copyright Status Description 

10 Copyright not Evaluated Used for items with unknown copyright status, which are being 
made available by an organization that has not yet investigated the 
status of the underlying work. 

11 Copyright Undetermined Used for items with unknown copyright status, which are being 
made available by an organization that has investigated the status 
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of the underlying work but was unable to make a concrete 
determination. 

12 No Known Copyright Used for items with unknown copyright status, which are being 
made available by an organization that has a valid reason to believe 
that copyright or other restrictions do not apply. Should not be 
used for orphan works (which are assumed to be in copyright) or 
for items being made available by an organization that has not 
investigated the copyright status of the underlying work. 

 

The focus of RS.org is on communicating rights with respect to copyright for digital cultural heritage 

content. Other types of rights may apply to digital content and may be jurisdiction-specific. These 

include contractual rights, or rights specific to data, such as siu generis rights for databases in the 

European Union, or rights applicable to data (i.e., factual, non-creative information). Some jurisdictions 

have also devised separate licenses for data, such as for open government data, given perceived 

ambiguity regarding the applicability to data of licenses such as those offered by Creative Commons. 11  

RS.org statements reflect copyright as it is known in Western intellectual property laws. Other 

approaches to intellectual property rights, particularly those of Indigenous peoples, are not reflected in 

the current RS.org approach. However, RS.org announced its intention to explore options for expressing 

Indigenous cultural and intellectual property as a strategic development objective in the 2019 work plan 

for the Rights Statements Working Group.12 Otherwise, it is beyond the scope of this report to provide 

detailed information on intellectual property rights, the application thereof, or the protection thereof, 

particularly those pertaining to data instead of original creative works, and those pertaining to 

Indigenous heritage and works.  

2.4 Technical aspects of RS.org  
Technical requirements for RS.org statements are explained in the aforementioned white paper, 

“Requirements for the Technical Infrastructure for Standardized International Rights Statements” 

(hereafter ‘Requirements white paper’), and are overseen by the RS.org Technical Working Group.  

The ‘Requirements white paper’ describes services for delivering human- and machine-readable rights 

statements on the web provided by RS.org. It also describes the underlying data model for RS.org 

statements, which is founded on linked data approaches, as well as procedures for maintaining the 

                                                                 
11 For information on siu generis rights, see: European Commission, "Protection of databases", 1 June 2018, accessed 

27 August 2019 at https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/protection-databases. For a discussion of Creative Commons 
usage in Canada, including comparison with open government licenses, and applicability of such licenses to data, see: Kent 
Mewhort, Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC), Creative Commons Licenses: Options for Canadian open 
data providers, 1 June 2012, accessed 27 August 2019 at 
https://cippic.ca/sites/default/files/Creative%20Commons%20Licenses%20-
%20Options%20for%20Canadian%20Open%20Data%20Providers.pdf. For an example of an open government license see: 
Government of Canada, "Open Government License - Canada", 2017-12-20, accessed 27 August 2019 at 
https://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada.  

12 RightsStatements.org, "What we are working on in 2019 & how far we have progressed", 12 August 2019, accessed 
29 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/en/2019/08/work-plan.html. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/protection-databases
https://cippic.ca/sites/default/files/Creative%20Commons%20Licenses%20-%20Options%20for%20Canadian%20Open%20Data%20Providers.pdf
https://cippic.ca/sites/default/files/Creative%20Commons%20Licenses%20-%20Options%20for%20Canadian%20Open%20Data%20Providers.pdf
https://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada
https://rightsstatements.org/en/2019/08/work-plan.html
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statements through periods of revision (e.g., deprecation and updates). Lastly, it provides some 

guidance (with examples) for implementation scenarios. 

2.4.1 Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) 
RS.org commits to maintaining persistent, dereferenceable13 URIs for both human and machine 

consumption.14 A Uniform Resource Identifier is "a string of characters that unambiguously identifies a 

particular resource".15 A Uniform Resource Locator (URL), or web address, is a form of URI. In a linked 

data context, URIs are used as identifiers for resources, and HTTP URIs enable linking of data on the 

web.16 RS.org URIs are the primary identifiers for RS.org statements. They are formulated using 

consistent components, and adhere to set patterns. The patterns are: URIs for representing the RS.org 

vocabulary concepts; URIs used for machine-readable RDF representations; and URIs for human-

readable (HTML) representations. Anyone who wishes to use RS.org statements in their metadata must 

use the URIs established by RS.org. Further, URIs directing to human-readable (HTML) content may have 

a language tag appended to them, to retrieve the desired language version of an RS.org statement.17 

The ‘Requirements white paper’ discusses some situations where additional metadata to characterize 

URIs may be desirable. For instance, in the case of an EU Orphan Work, an implementer may wish to 

provide the URI for an associated record in the European Union Orphan Works Database.18 A set of four 

parameters are identified to carry additional information, which would form part of human-readable 

(HTTP) URIs for specific RS.org statements. Providing a related URL for a European Union Orphan Works 

databases is one of these parameters (i.e., ‘relatedURL’).19 

                                                                 
13 Dereferencing is "the act of retrieving a representation of a resource identified by a URI". See: W3C, "Dereferencing 

HTTP URIs", 31 May 2007, accessed 22 August 2019 at https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/httpRange-14/2007-05-
31/HttpRange-14. In a linked data context, this is the process of presenting a person with a human-readable representation of a 
resource after having entered its URI in a web browser. 

14 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, p. 4. 
15 Wikipedia, "Uniform Resource Identifier", last edited 4 August 2019, accessed 22 August 2019 at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Identifier.  
16 Ontotext, "What are linked data and linked open data?", accessed 22 August 2019 at 

https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/linked-data-linked-open-data/.  
17 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, pp. 4-6. The 

RS.org statements are currently available in seven languages: English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Polish, and Spanish, 
with seven additional translations in progress. See: RightsStatements.org, "Translations of the rights statements", accessed 13 
November 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/translations.html. Language tags must comply with IETF 
BCP47, which is a statement of best current practices by the Internet Engineering Task Force. See: Network Working Group, 
"Tags for identifying languages", September 2009, accessed 22 August 2019 at https://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp47.  

18 The European Union Directive on Orphan Works (2012) specifies rules for digitization and providing online access to 
orphan works published in the EU. Under the Directive, public institutions may use orphan works after having investigated 
authorship issues. Orphan works must be registered in the Orphan Works Database, launched in 2014 by the Office for 
Harmonization in the Internal Market (OHIM) of the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO). See: EUIPO, "Orphan 
Works database goes live", 27 October 2014, accessed 9 September 2019 at 
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/news/-/action/view/1595189. See also: Ibid., "Orphan Works 
database", accessed 9 September 2019 at https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/orphan-works-db.  

19 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, p. 6. 

https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/httpRange-14/2007-05-31/HttpRange-14
https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/httpRange-14/2007-05-31/HttpRange-14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Identifier
https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/linked-data-linked-open-data/
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/translations.html
https://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp47
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/news/-/action/view/1595189
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/orphan-works-db
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2.4.2 Data modelling 
The RS.org statements are modelled as a Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) concept 

scheme and are organized as a SKOS collection20 with sub-collections.21 SKOS is a way of representing 

knowledge organization systems, such as taxonomies, in machine-readable RDF.22 RS.org statements are 

modelled as members of both skos:Concept and dcterms:RightsStatement classes.23 In general, 

members of the skos:Concept class are ideas, notions, or individual thoughts,24 and members of the 

dcterms:RightsStatement class are statements of intellectual property rights related to a resource.25 

RS.org statements are both of these things: ideas or concepts, and intellectual property rights 

statements. 

To summarize the basic model: each RS.org rights statement is a member of the RS.org collection; each 

rights statement can be conceived of as a concept as well as a rights statement; and each rights 

statement can be related to a resource.26 

Since the central resource in the RS.org data model is modelled using Dublin Core (i.e., dcterms: 

rightsStatement), interoperability with other models and languages for expressing rights information is 

made easier (e.g., with ODRL, ccREL, etc.).27 Dublin Core is a metadata standard that can help facilitate 

interoperability by acting as a basic, common set of data elements.28 

The RDF representation of RS.org statements in SKOS describes characteristics of the statements, such 

as their labels (e.g., “In Copyright”), creator, date, and version information. In support of linked data 

                                                                 
20 Ibid., p. 7. A SKOS concept collection groups together related concepts, which all belong to the same vocabulary. 

See: W3C, “Concept collections”, in "SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization System reference, W3C Recommendation", 18 
August 2009, accessed 22 August 2019 at https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#collections. 

21 One can discern three sub-collections when examining the RS.org data model, specifically a sub-collection for 'in 
copyright' statements', another sub-collection for 'no copyright statements', and a final sub-collection for 'other' statements. 
See: "Data-model", accessed 22 August 2019 at https://github.com/rightsstatements/data-model/blob/master/rights-
statements.ttl. 

22 W3C Semantic Web, "Introduction to SKOS", last updated 2012/01/01, accessed 22 August 2019 at 
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/intro.  

23 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, p. 7. Defining 
classes in RDF is a way of defining groups to which resources can be associated. For instance, a canine class could be defined, in 
which all members of the canine species could be categorized. See: LinkedDataTools.com, "What are classes and individuals?", 
accessed 12 August 2019 at http://www.linkeddatatools.com/help/classes.   

24 W3C, "The skos:Concept class", in "SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization System reference, W3C 
Recommendation", 18 August 2009, accessed 22 August 2019 at https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#concepts.  

25 Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, "DCMI Metadata Terms", accessed 22 August 2019 at 
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/. 

26 See a diagram of the data model on p. 8 of “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized 
international rights statements”. 

27 For a brief discussion of ODRL and ccREL, see sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of this document. 
28 For a full discussion of differing levels of interoperability with Dublin Core, see: Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 

"Interoperability levels for Dublin Core metadata", 2009-05-01, accessed 30 August 2019 at 
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/interoperability-levels/. More information on Dublin Core is also 
provided in section 2.2 of this document. 

https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#collections
https://github.com/rightsstatements/data-model/blob/master/rights-statements.ttl
https://github.com/rightsstatements/data-model/blob/master/rights-statements.ttl
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/intro
http://www.linkeddatatools.com/help/classes
https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#concepts
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/interoperability-levels/
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applications, references to related standards are provided – for example, using properties such as 

skos:relatedMatch, skos:closeMatch, skos:exactMatch, etc.29  

2.4.3 Readability by humans and machines 
Machine-readable RS.org data in RDF is used to generate human-readable (HTML) representations. 30 

The statements are provided in HTML5 with RDF(a) – which is a way of embedding linked data within 

web pages – and  two linked data formats, JSON-LD and Turtle RDF syntax.31  

When a person clicks on an RS.org URI on a web page or enters it in a web browser, through 

dereferencing they are directed to an HTML rendition of the statement, which includes information such 

as the title of the statement and a description of its scope. Machines are able to request machine-

friendly formats of RS.org data through other web protocols (i.e., HTTP content negotiation).32 

2.4.4 Publishing and implementing RS.org on the web 
RS.org statements are published online in accordance with Best practice recipes for publishing RDF 

vocabularies. These recipes identify steps for publishing RDF vocabularies on the web, alongside 

example configurations for HTTP content negotiation. There are different recipes with different levels of 

complexity.33 RS.org follows recipe #6 which is an extended configuration for an RDF vocabulary, in 

which servers provide both machine- and human-readable content.34 In addition to what is specified in 

recipe #6, RS.org has three additional requirements for HTTP interactions:  

- enabling access to translations of the vocabulary; 

- providing a server response to invalid requests; and 

- enabling specific machine-readable representations of the statements to be requested.35 

RS.org vocabulary publishing requirements otherwise pertain to dereferencing URIs, the availability of 

human- and machine-readable documentation of the RS.org vocabulary online, and providing a means 

for applications to recognize different versions of the RS.org vocabulary.36 

                                                                 
29 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, p. 9. 
30 Ibid., p. 25. 
31 Ibid., p. 13. For more information on RDFa, see: "Linked data in HTML", accessed 22 August 2019 at 

http://rdfa.info/. 
32 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, pp. 13-14. Content 

negotiation occurs in the context of HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), or the protocol by which content can be shared and 
served on the web. Content negotiation is the means by which different representations of resources can be provided using the 
same URI at the specification of the user. See: Moz://a, "Content negotiation", last updated 10 June 2019, accessed 22 August 
2019 at https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Content_negotiation. 

33 W3C, "Best practice recipes for publishing RDF vocabularies", 28 August 2008, accessed 22 August 2019 at 
https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/.  

34 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, pp. 18-19. See 
also: W3C, “Recipe 6, Extended configuration for a 'slash namespace', using multiple HTML documents and a query service”, in 
"Best practice recipes for publishing RDF vocabularies", 28 August 2008, accessed 22 August 2019 at 
https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/#recipe6. 

35 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, pp. 19-20. 
36 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 

http://rdfa.info/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Content_negotiation
https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/
https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/#recipe6
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Currently RS.org statements are maintained in a custom web application and the vocabulary is hosted 

on GitHub.37 

2.4.5 Editorial maintenance of RS.org statements 
The ‘Requirements white paper’ defines editorial policies for managing changes to RS.org statements, 

including removals, additions, or major and minor changes to their semantics. This includes versioning of 

the vocabulary and procedures for translations.38 

2.4.6 Implementation guidance for using RS.org statements 
While the previous sections focused on technical requirements from the perspective of RS.org in 

creating, maintaining, hosting, and publishing RS.org statements, there are also technical considerations 

for those implementing RS.org statements. Implementation guidance or recommendations, over and 

beyond any relevant parts of the ‘Requirements white paper’, is provided on the RS.org website as 

follows: 

- to use RS.org URIs (the vocabulary formulation) to reference the statements in metadata 

elements or properties (e.g., dc:rights); and 

- to display RS.org statements inline, either using a hyperlinked button, an icon, or by providing 

the name of the statement and hyperlinking it with the appropriate URI.39 

3. How do RS.org statements compare to other rights information 

vocabularies, standards and methods? 

3.1 Rights information in archives, libraries and museums description standards 
Archival, bibliographic and museum description standards have rules for recording information about 

rights, such as access restrictions and terms of use. While it is beyond the scope of this document to 

provide a complete overview of available fields in commonly-used current cataloguing standards,40 

some examples include: 

 Rules for Archival Description41: includes various free-text note fields for capturing access 

restriction information, including  

                                                                 
37 Ibid., p. 25. See also: “RightsStatements.org”, accessed 22 August 2019 at https://github.com/rightsstatements. 
38 “Requirements for the technical infrastructure for standardized international rights statements”, pp. 11-13. 
39 RightsStatements.org, "Guidelines for applying the rights statements", accessed 22 August 2019 at 

https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/usage_guidelines.html. Buttons and icons are also available for download. 
See: Ibid., "Buttons and other assets", accessed 22 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/assets.html.  

40 This section focuses on standards used by cultural heritage organizations to describe and provide access to 
collections. Rights information may also originate from content providers such as publishers. ONIX metadata standards, 
commonly used in the book trade, include the ONIX for Publications Licenses (ONIX-PL) format. This is a detailed XML format 
for communicating license terms of digital publications in machine-readable form and is usable by libraries and other 
institutions to manage licenses for digital resources, especially electronic journals. See: EDItEUR, "ONIX-PL", 2009, accessed 21 
August 2019 at https://www.editeur.org/21/ONIX-PL/. See also: Ibid., "ONIX for licensing terms, ONIX-PL Publications License 
format, Version 1.0", November 2008, accessed 21 August 2019 at https://www.editeur.org/files/ONIX-PL/ONIX-
PL%20Format%20specification%20v1.0.pdf. 

41 The Rules for Archival Description (RAD) is the Canadian national archival description standard. Planning Committee 
on Descriptive Standards, Rules for Archival Description, rev. ed., 2008, accessed 21 August 2019 at 
http://www.cdncouncilarchives.ca/archdesrules.html. 

https://github.com/rightsstatements
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/usage_guidelines.html
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/assets.html
https://www.editeur.org/21/ONIX-PL/
https://www.editeur.org/files/ONIX-PL/ONIX-PL%20Format%20specification%20v1.0.pdf
https://www.editeur.org/files/ONIX-PL/ONIX-PL%20Format%20specification%20v1.0.pdf
http://www.cdncouncilarchives.ca/archdesrules.html
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o restrictions on access (e.g., legislation, physical restrictions due to conservation activity, 

etc.) (RAD 1.8B16a);  

o rights (e.g., copyright, literary rights, patents, etc.) (RAD 1.8B16b);  

o terms governing use and reproduction (e.g., legal or donor restrictions affecting 

reproduction of the material (RAD 1.8B16c); and  

o terms governing publication (e.g., legal or donor restrictions affecting publication of the 

material) (RAD 1.8B16d).42 

 Resource Description and Access43: includes rules about recording information provided on a 

resource concerning  

o restrictions on access to a manifestation or item44 (e.g., accessible only after a certain 

date or time, or to a particular subscription user group) (RDA 4.4.1); and 

o restrictions on use of a manifestation or item (e.g., a limitation placed on reproduction, 

publication, exhibition, such as requiring permission from a donor, only being usable in a 

classroom setting, etc.) (RDA 4.5.1).45 

 CHIN Data Dictionaries46: includes various fields to record restrictions such as 

o Restriction Details (RESD): provides details of restrictions indicated in Object Restrictions 

and/or Record Restrictions fields (e.g., not for commercial display, unrestricted, etc.). 

o Object Restrictions (RESO): a flag to indicate that restrictions may have been placed on 

the object (i.e., yes or no). 

o Record Restrictions (RESRC): a flag to indicate that restrictions have been placed on the 

documentation related to an object (i.e., yes or no). 

o Copyright-Object (CRT): the name of the copyright owner (or their agent) and the 

copyright date (e.g., John Smith, 1985). 

Note that the examples provided are from standards used to inform which data could or should be 

entered, as well as aspects about how to format it. This is distinct from any mark-up, exchange or 

                                                                 
42 The examples cited here are from “Chapter 1, General Rules”. Additional rules may be stated in RAD’s media 

chapters. 
43 Resource Description and Access is the content standard for bibliographic description, successor to the Anglo-

American Cataloguing Rules. RDA Steering Committee, Resource Description and Access, 2019, accessed 21 August 2019 at 
https://www.rdatoolkit.org/. 

44 Manifestation: a physical embodiment of an expression of a work. Item: a single exemplar or instance of a 
manifestation (RDA 1.1.5). 

45 The instructions are to ‘take’ information from the source, implying that transcription is not required. In other 
words, the data may be free-text or variable, depending on what is provided on the source, and how a cataloguer chooses to 
record it. 

46 CHIN data dictionaries is the Canadian national data dictionary for museum description, identifying categories of 
information to record, as well as instructions on how to record it. See: Government of Canada, CHIN data dictionaries, date 
modified 6 November 2013, accessed 8 August 2019 at https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/ddrcip-chindd/description-
about.xhtml?lang=en. CHIN advised that its data dictionary may be revised in the coming years and that the elements 
presented here are subject to change (email from Philippe Michon, 3 February 2020). Other museum documentation standards, 
such as SPECTRUM, may offer additional fields to record restrictions. See: https://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/. 

https://www.rdatoolkit.org/
https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/ddrcip-chindd/description-about.xhtml?lang=en
https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/ddrcip-chindd/description-about.xhtml?lang=en
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/
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communication formats (e.g., MODS, MARC 21, EAD) in which the data would be structured for 

querying, communication or exchange online.47 

3.2 Rights information in metadata standards commonly used for online cultural heritage 

content 
Dublin Core is a standard commonly used for resource description across the cultural heritage 

community, and it can enable interoperability of different metadata vocabularies by providing a 

common denominator.48  DCMI Metadata Terms is the complete set of vocabularies currently declared 

and maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, including properties, classes, vocabulary 

encoding schemes, and datatypes. The vocabulary includes the original 15 elements of the Dublin Core 

Metadata Element Set as well as other terms, all of which are defined as RDF properties.49 The range of 

an RDF property indicates the type of data that it can hold, such as a literal value (strings and integers) 

or a specific type of resource.50 There are properties in both the /terms/ namespace and the 

/elements/1.1/ namespace that pertain to rights information, as well as a two Dublin Core classes 

pertaining to rights information.  

Dublin Core does not prescribe how rights information is formulated, as it is not a controlled vocabulary; 

rather, it models rights information to enable description of it as well as providing specific places (i.e., 

elements or properties) for recording it. 

Table 2a. Dublin Core properties related to rights information.51 

Namespace Label Definition Range 

/terms/ Access Rights Information about who can access the 
resource or an indication of its security 
status. 

dcterms:RightsStatement 

/terms/ Date Copyrighted Date of copyright. rdfs:literal 

/terms/ License A legal document giving official 
permission to do something with the 
resource. 

dcterms:licenceDocument 

/terms/ Rights Information about rights held in and 
over the resource. 

dcterms:RightsStatement 

                                                                 
47 Library of Congress, "MODS Metadata Object Description Schema official web site", 14 September 2018, accessed 

21 August 2019 at http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/. Ibid., "MARC standards", 2 August 2019, accessed 21 August 2019 at 
https://www.loc.gov/marc/. Ibid., "EAD Encoded Archival Description official site", 10 April 2019, accessed 21 August 2019 at 
http://www.loc.gov/ead/.  

48Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, "Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, version 1.1: Reference description", accessed 
8 August 2019 at https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dces/.  

49 Ibid., "DCMI Metadata Terms". An RDF property is "a relation between subject resources and object resources" 
(W3C, "RDF Schema 1.1, W3C recommendation, 3. Properties", 25 February 2014, accessed 12 August 2019 at 
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch_properties). For example, in the RDF triple ‘city hasPopulation 1000’, ‘has population’ 
is the property, or the relation between city and 1000. 

50 LinkedDataTools.com, "What are properties? 2.2 Property range", accessed 12 August 2019 at 
http://www.linkeddatatools.com/properties. To demonstrate the concept of a ‘range’, consider the triple ‘ResourceA rights 
RightsStatement’, which can be interpreted as Resource A possessing the rights expressed by a particular rights statement. 

51 "DCMI Metadata Terms". 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/
https://www.loc.gov/marc/
http://www.loc.gov/ead/
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dces/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch_properties
http://www.linkeddatatools.com/properties
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/terms/ Rights Holder A person or organization owning or 
managing rights over the resource. 

dcterms:Agent 

/elements/1.1/ Rights Information about rights held in and 
over the resource. 

N/A 

 

Table 2b. Dublin Core classes related to rights information.52 

Class Label Definition Note 

LicenseDocument License 
Document 

A legal document giving official 
permission to do something with a 
resource. 

Sub-class of Rights 
Statement. 

RightsStatement Rights 
Statement 

A statement about the intellectual 
property rights (IPR) held in or over a 
resource, a legal document giving 
official permission to do something with 
a resource, or a statement about access 
rights. 

 

 

As an example of Dublin Core being used in a digital library, the DPLA’s Metadata Application Profile 
(v.5.0) includes Dublin Core metadata as part of its approach. Each of DPLA’s four core classes, or the 
four main types of things that are described in their metadata model, include rights-related Dublin Core 
terms, specifically: 

 Source Resource: the resources of which digital representations are made, whose metadata 
includes dcterms:RightsHolder. 

 Web Resource: digital representation of the source resource, whose metadata includes 
dcterms:RightsStatement. 

 Aggregation: collective description of the Source Resource and Web Resource, whose metadata 
includes dcterms:RightsStatement. 

 Rights Statement: a rights statement from RS.org.53 

In addition to Dublin Core, MODS is an XML standard that can provide information at the level of 

individual items. MODS can hold a subset of bibliographic data encoded in MARC 21. It allows for more 

detailed descriptions than Dublin Core, and it is a popular format used for describing digitized 

                                                                 
52 Ibid. 
53 DPLA, "Metadata Application Profile, version 5.0", 12/7/2017, accessed 13 August 2019 at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fJEWhnYy5Ch7_ef_-V48-FAViA72OieG/view. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fJEWhnYy5Ch7_ef_-V48-FAViA72OieG/view
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collections, particularly in libraries.54 The MODS element ‘accessCondition’ can be used to carry data 

about restrictions on access, use or reproduction.55 

3.3 Rights and licensing schemes, vocabularies, or languages other than RS.org 
To date, RS.org statements appear to be unique, with no other known comparable standardized, 

machine-operable controlled vocabulary for expressing copyright and re-use status. 

However, there are other schemes, tools, vocabularies, or methods for communicating rights 

information, some of which are described below. 

3.3.1 Creative Commons (CC) is a global non-profit organization that provides free legal tools to 

support sharing and reuse of content on the web, such as copyright licenses and public domain 

designations, which can be used by creators or rights holders to indicate how their work can be used by 

others. Creative Commons licenses are legally-binding and non-exclusive. They apply only to material 

holding copyright, and only in situations where particular uses would contravene copyright.56  

There are six Creative Commons licenses: Attribution CC BY, Attribution-ShareAlike CC BY-SA, 

Attribution-NoDerivs CC BY-ND, Attribution-NonCommercial CC BY-NC, Attribution-NonCommercial-

ShareAlike CC BY-NC-SA, and Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs CC BY-NC-ND. All six licenses require 

attribution to the rights holder; some specify that derivatives may or may not be made, and if 

derivatives must be licensed in the same fashion as the original work; and some specify whether 

commercial use is permitted.57 

Creative Commons also offers tools to designate public domain status: CC0, which allows a rights holder 

to waive all rights to a work; and, Public Domain Mark, for situations in which works are known to be 

free of copyright.58 Note, however, that the Public Domain Mark is distinct from Creative Commons 

licenses in that it has no legal operation; it is just a label. Further, it can be applied by anyone who 

determines that a work is free of rights, unlike Creative Commons licenses, which are applied by rights 

holders.59 

Creative Commons licenses are designed with three layers: a human-readable statement, legal 

information for lawyers, and machine-readable metadata. They can be communicated through the use 

of CC buttons, or otherwise in HTML mark-up.60 Creative Commons can use ccREL, or the Creative 

Commons Rights Expression Language, for machine-readable expression of Creative Commons licenses 

                                                                 
54 Library of Congress, "MODS: Uses and features", accessed 12 August 2019 at 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-overview.html. See also: Ibid., "MODS implementation registry", accessed 12 
August 2019 at https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/registry.php. Many projects listed here are digital libraries. 

55 Ibid., "Outline of elements and attributes", accessed 13 August 2019 at http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-
outline-3-7.html.  

56 Creative Commons, "Frequently asked questions", 2019-07-15, accessed 12 August 2019 at 
https://creativecommons.org/faq/.  

57 Ibid., "About the licenses", accessed 12 August 2019 at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/.  
58 Ibid., "Public domain", accessed 12 August 2019 at https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/.  
59 Creative Commons, "PDM FAQ, s.1.3", 19 September 2012, accessed 28 August 2019 at 

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/PDM_FAQ#What_is_the_difference_between_the_PDM_and_CC0.3F.  
60 “Frequently asked questions”. 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-overview.html
https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/registry.php
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-outline-3-7.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-outline-3-7.html
https://creativecommons.org/faq/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/public-domain/
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/PDM_FAQ#What_is_the_difference_between_the_PDM_and_CC0.3F
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and other tools. ccREL consists of an abstract data model, metadata properties, and guidance for syntax 

(i.e., expressed in RDFa and XMP, or embedded within files).61 A Rights Expression Language (REL) is a 

machine-readable language to convey intellectual property rights, terms, and conditions and to enable 

machine-actions, such as restricting or permitting access to content. RELs can be expressed as XML, RDF, 

and JSON and can be either embedded within other files or processed directly.62 

3.3.2 Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) is a REL used for expressing policies or rules, particularly 

regarding how content or services can be used and any applicable constraints or obligations. ODRL is 

general in scope and can be applied in a variety of business contexts. It consists of an information model 

and a vocabulary and can be expressed in XML, RDF and JSON formats.63 It was created initially to meet 

the needs of those implementing Digital Rights Management (DRM) technologies.64 

ODRL’s model permits different kinds of policies to be defined and described, such as agreement, offer, 

and request. Rules represent permissions, prohibitions or duties, and these prompt actions in relation to 

assets. Constraints, or restrictions, on actions can also be defined.65 ODRL profiles must be defined in 

situations where ODRL policies have additional semantics beyond what is provided in the ODRL 

vocabulary. In this way, too, the ODRL vocabulary is extensible.66 An ODRL profile was created for 

Creative Commons licenses67, but arguably little uptake for it has occurred.68 

3.3.3 Traditional Knowledge Labels (TKL) are a tool developed by the Local Contexts initiative, which 

is an initiative “to support Native, First Nations, Aboriginal, Inuit, Metis and Indigenous communities in 

the management of their intellectual property and cultural heritage specifically within the digital 

environment.” 69  The project started as part of the Mukurtu content management system, which was 

                                                                 
61 W3C, "ccREL: The Creative Commons Rights Expression Language", 1 May 2008, accessed 12 August 2019 at 

https://www.w3.org/Submission/ccREL/. See also: Ibid., "CC REL", accessed 12 August 2019 at 
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/CC_REL.  

62 Taspel, "Rights Expression Languages, licensing tools & compliance checking", 8 November 2016, accessed 14 
August 2019 at https://www.dalicc.net/blog/rights-expression-languages-licensing-tools-compliance-checking. See also: 
Wikipedia, "Rights Expression Language", last edited 6 February 2019, accessed 14 August 2019 at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rights_Expression_Language.   

63 W3C, "ODRL Information Model 2.2", 15 February 2018, accessed 14 August 2019 at https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-
model/. Ibid., "ODRL Vocabulary & Expression 2.2", 15 February 2018, accessed 14 August 2019 at 
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-vocab/  

64 Bill Rosenblatt, "World Wide Web Consortium embraces ODRL rights language", 18 February 2018, accessed 14 
August 2019 at https://copyrightandtechnology.com/2018/02/18/world-wide-web-consortium-embraces-odrl-rights-
language/.  

65 W3C, “ODRL Information Model 2.2”. 
66 Ibid. 
67 ORDL Initiative, "ODRL Creative Commons Profile, specification", 6 July 2005, accessed 14 August 2019 at 

https://www.w3.org/2012/09/odrl/archive/odrl.net/Profiles/CC/SPEC.html.  
68 Bill Rosenblatt, "World Wide Web Consortium embraces ODRL rights language". 
69 Local Contexts, "About", accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/about/. See also: Mukurtu, "About", 

accessed 14 August 2019 at https://mukurtu.org/about/. See also: Kimberly Christen, "Tribal archives, traditional knowledge, 
and Local Contexts: Why the 's' matters", Journal of Western Archives, Vol. 6, Iss. 1, Article 3, accessed 14 August 2019 at 
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/westernarchives/vol6/iss1/3/.  

https://www.w3.org/Submission/ccREL/
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/CC_REL
https://www.dalicc.net/blog/rights-expression-languages-licensing-tools-compliance-checking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rights_Expression_Language
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-vocab/
https://copyrightandtechnology.com/2018/02/18/world-wide-web-consortium-embraces-odrl-rights-language/
https://copyrightandtechnology.com/2018/02/18/world-wide-web-consortium-embraces-odrl-rights-language/
https://www.w3.org/2012/09/odrl/archive/odrl.net/Profiles/CC/SPEC.html
http://localcontexts.org/about/
https://mukurtu.org/about/
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/westernarchives/vol6/iss1/3/
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designed specifically for indigenous communities to manage cultural heritage, and originates from the 

Warumungu community in Australia.70  

Traditional Knowledge Labels are one of the Local Contexts tools, providing a way to indicate local 

protocols for accessing and using digital cultural heritage content. There are 17 distinct labels that 

indicate a variety of access and use protocols, such as whether commercial use is permitted; whether 

access and use is restricted to women, men, or the community; whether there are seasonal parameters 

around access and use; whether intended use is for outreach purposes; and others.71 The labels help 

empower Indigenous communities to have more control over how their digital cultural heritage is 

accessed and used by others and can be adapted to reflect local contexts of particular Indigenous 

communities.72 They are characterized as "an educative and informational strategy" particularly 

targeted for those outside of Indigenous communities to help them better understand the traditional 

context and significance of the material.73 

In addition to the 17 TK Labels, Local Contexts offers two Cultural Institution (CI) Labels designed 

specifically for use by archives, museums, libraries and universities who are engaged in relationship-

building with Indigenous communities to manage documentary heritage. These are: "Open to 

collaborate", signifying dedication by an institution to develop collaborative partnerships for collections 

with colonial histories or unclear provenance, and "Attribution incomplete", signifying incomplete 

attribution for collection material, which flags a need to further investigate and acknowledge all 

appropriate contributors, including communities of origin.74 

Originally Local Contexts sought to develop Traditional Knowledge licenses, similar in function to 

Creative Commons licenses. However, since legal ownership is often held by research institutions rather 

than Indigenous communities, there seemed to be a greater need to develop a tool like TK Labels, a non-

legal communication tool intended to educate, and so this became the focus of development efforts 

instead of licenses. Still, four TK Licenses remain under development (TK Attribution, TK Outreach, TK 

Commercial, TK Non-Commercial).75 

Both TK Labels and CI Labels consist only of icons and template text; they are not machine-readable, 

although this aspect is under development.76 Also under development are: TK Notice, a digital marker 

intended to signify that the information it accompanies originates from or includes traditional 

knowledge;77 and TK Label Adapter, a tool that communities could use to generate human- and 

machine-readable labels particular to their context.78  

                                                                 
70 Ibid. 
71 Local Contexts, "Traditional Knowledge (TK) Labels", accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/tk-labels/.  
72 Ibid., "Background brief on Local Contexts and the TK Labels", January 2017, accessed 14 August 2019 at 

http://localcontexts.mukurtu.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Local-Contexts-Background-Brief.pdf.  
73 “Traditional Knowledge (TK) Labels.” 
74 Local Contexts, "CI Labels", accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/ci-labels.  
75 Ibid., "Traditional Knowledge Licenses", accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/tk-licenses/.  
76 "Background brief on Local Contexts". 
77 Local Contexts, "TK Notice", accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/tk-notices.  
78 “Background brief on Local Contexts”. 

http://localcontexts.org/tk-labels/
http://localcontexts.mukurtu.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Local-Contexts-Background-Brief.pdf
http://localcontexts.org/ci-labels
http://localcontexts.org/tk-licenses/
http://localcontexts.org/tk-notices
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Local Contexts has received funding from American, Canadian and international sources and has been 

implemented in various North American Indigenous communities.79 There has been other Canadian 

interest in developing traditional knowledge licenses or intellectual property control schemes, 

specifically the proposal by the University of Ottawa's Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic 

(CIPPIP) in collaboration with Carleton University's Geomatics and Cartographic Research Centre 

(GCRC).80 

3.3.4 Controlled Vocabulary for Access Rights by the Confederation of Open Access Repositories 

(COAR) consists of a set of four terms describing the access status of a resource (open access; 

embargoed access; restricted access; metadata only access).81 The terms are identified with machine-

readable URIs, are available in multiple languages, and are linked data compliant, being described in 

SKOS. Access status is not limited to copyright status, but copyright restricted materials could be 

described as having restricted access.  

COAR is an international organization with over 140 members representing the open access repository 

community, and is concerned with "enhancing greater visibility and application of research outputs 

through global networks of Open Access digital repositories".82 COAR has developed three controlled 

vocabularies (resource type, access rights, and version types) with the goal of improving interoperability 

across repositories and related systems such as harvesters.83 

3.4. Comparing options for recording rights information 
As described in the sections above, there are multiple options for recording rights information for digital 

cultural heritage collections. Description standards from library, archives, and museum domains such as 

RAD, RDA, and CHIN Data Dictionaries provide instruction on the type of information to record, such as 

restrictions on access, re-use, and rights applied to material. However, they do not define controlled 

vocabularies for use. Metadata standards that can be used in different cultural heritage domains, such 

as Dublin Core and MODS, provide vehicles by which to carry rights-related metadata, such as with 

Dublin Core's ‘Rights’ term, which could be associated to an RS.org rights statement as part of an RDF 

triple formulation. Similarly the MODS element ‘accessCondition’ can carry rights information in XML. 

Other than RS.org, there are some other controlled vocabularies and labels available to express rights 

and permissions, such as TK Labels and the COAR controlled vocabulary for access rights. The scope, 

purpose, and intended application of these vocabularies differ, however. There is also potential for 

simultaneous use, if such an approach were required or appropriate in a given context. Controlled 

vocabularies, while beneficial for consistent communication of information, do not provide detailed or 

                                                                 
79 Local Contexts, “About”. See also: Ibid., “Sharing”, accessed 14 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/sharing/. 
80 A proposal: an open licensing scheme for traditional knowledge, July 2016, accessed 14 August 2019 at 

https://cippic.ca/sites/default/files/file/CIPPIC_GCRC--TK_License_Proposal--July_2016.pdf.  
81 [COAR Controlled Vocabularies Interest Group], "Controlled vocabulary for access rights (version 1.0)", 20 

December 2018, accessed 7 August 2019 at http://vocabularies.coar-repositories.org/documentation/access_rights/. 
82 COAR, "Frequently asked questions", accessed 7 August 2019 at https://www.coar-

repositories.org/about/frequently-asked-questions/. See also: Ibid., “About”, accessed 12 August 2019 at https://www.coar-
repositories.org/about/. 

83 Ibid., "Vocabularies implementation guide", accessed 7 August 2019 at https://coar-
repositories.github.io/vocabularies-implementation-guide/. 

http://localcontexts.org/sharing/
https://cippic.ca/sites/default/files/file/CIPPIC_GCRC--TK_License_Proposal--July_2016.pdf
http://vocabularies.coar-repositories.org/documentation/access_rights/
https://www.coar-repositories.org/about/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.coar-repositories.org/about/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.coar-repositories.org/about/
https://www.coar-repositories.org/about/
https://coar-repositories.github.io/vocabularies-implementation-guide/
https://coar-repositories.github.io/vocabularies-implementation-guide/
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nuanced information, like what can be given in free-text fields. For this reason, it may be preferable to 

use a controlled vocabulary scheme for rights alongside free-text information about rights. This is, in 

effect, what RS.org recommends for usage of its own terms.84 Controlled vocabularies may also be read 

and actioned by machines, while this is more difficult to achieve with free-text description. Free-text 

description based on domain-specific description standards is intended to help manage rights generally 

speaking, and is not specific for use with digital content or online interactions. 

Legal tools, such as Creative Commons licenses, provide a legal means for creators to permit or restrict 

their rights-protected content. This differs from other previously mentioned examples, such as 

controlled vocabularies, description standards and metadata standards, which only provide a means by 

which to communicate rights information, for human and machine consumption. As mentioned, there is 

potential to develop licences for digital cultural heritage content particular to traditional knowledge 

contexts such as with the proposed TK Licenses. 

As part of the mechanics of enabling controls over access to digital content, RELs such as ODRL and 

ccREL are available. They both consist of models and vocabularies, which can be used to establish 

metadata structures underpinning machine-actionable rights management activities. 

With respect to controlled vocabularies and licensing tools, there is potential for several to be used in 

tandem, or perhaps simultaneously. For instance, a collection could consist of some material that a 

rights holder could license with Creative Commons, but it could also include other material for which 

only rights status information using an RS.org statement could be provided. The intent was for RS.org 

statements to be used by cultural heritage organizations or online aggregation platforms in situations 

where legal tools like Creative Commons licenses could not be used (i.e., they would be employed in a 

complementary fashion, with either an RS.org statement or a Creative Commons license provided in 

relation to a particular item or content unit). 85 This said, some may choose different implementations, 

potentially including the simultaneous use of Creative Commons licenses and RS.org statements on a 

single item or content unit, which is not strictly prohibited. 

Table 3 summarizes the options for rights information presented in this section, including rules 

concerning which information to record, controlled vocabularies for expressing rights information, 

languages for modelling and communicating rights information, and metadata standards for carrying 

rights data.  

                                                                 
84 "White paper: Recommendations for standardized international rights statements", p. 15. 
85 RS.org specifically states that their statements “are intended for use in situations where the standard licenses and 

tools already provided by Creative Commons cannot be used.” See: "White paper: Recommendations for standardized 
international rights statements", p. 12. See also: Ibid., "Frequently asked questions", accessed 15 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/faq.html. See also: "Rights Statements", accessed 15 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/page/1.0/?language=en. Two examples of implementations in which Creative Commons licenses 
are used in a complementary fashion to RS.org statements are the Florida Virtual Campus, an online education resource in that 
state, and the Orbis Cascade Alliance, a library consortium in the Midwestern United States. See: Florida Virtual Campus, 
"Introduction to RightsStatements.org", accessed 15 August 2019 at 
https://falsc.libguides.com/coprightstatementsdigitalandoer. See also: Orbis Cascade Alliance, "Rights in digital collections: 
applying standardized and free-text rights statements", rev. January 2018, accessed 15 August 2019 at 
https://www.orbiscascade.org/file_viewer.php?id=8426.  

https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/faq.html
https://rightsstatements.org/page/1.0/?language=en
https://falsc.libguides.com/coprightstatementsdigitalandoer
https://www.orbiscascade.org/file_viewer.php?id=8426
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Table 3. Comparing options for communicating rights information and terms of use. 

 Controlled Vocabularies Legal Tools Rights 
Expression 
Languages 

Descriptive 
standards 

Metadata 
standards 

 RS.org TK 
Labels 

CI 
Labels 

COAR CC 
licenses 

TK 
Licenses86 

ODRL, 
ccREL 

RAD RDA CHIN Dublin 
Core 

MODS 

Includes a 
standardized set 
of terms or 
concepts for 
rights 
information?87 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N 

Is it a legal tool 
such as a license? 

N N N N Y Y N N88 N89 N90 N91 N92 

Is it human-
readable? 

Y Y Y Y Y Y N93 Y Y Y Y94 Y95 

Is it machine-
readable? 

Y N N Y Y N Y N N N Y96 Y 

Is it domain-
specific within 
GLAM? 

N N N N N N N Y Y Y N Y97 

Is it primarily 
intended for use 
with digital 
content? 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y 

                                                                 
86 In development; not yet available (see footnote 75). 
87 For the purposes of this chart, this includes standardized sets of licenses or labels as well as standardized sets of 

terms (i.e., controlled vocabularies). It excludes standardized metadata elements, however. 
88 RAD description does not, in itself, constitute a legal instrument. However, one could choose to record identifying 

information about applicable legal tools as part of a RAD-compliant description. 
89 RDA description does not, in itself, constitute a legal instrument. However, one could choose to record identifying 

information about applicable legal tools as part of a RDA-compliant description. 
90 Descriptions written in accordance with the CHIN Data Dictionaries do not, in themselves, constitute legal 

instruments. However, one could choose to record identifying information about applicable legal tools as part of such a 
description. 

91 Dublin Core metadata terms, elements and classes do not constitute legal instruments. However, they may carry 
identifying information about applicable legal tools, as with dcterms:LicenseDocument. 

92 MODS metadata does not constitute legal instruments. However, there is potential for them to carry identifying 
information about applicable legal tools. 

93 W3C documentation about RELs is human-readable, but some technical facility may be needed in order to interpret 
metadata serialized in XML, RDF, or JSON. 

94 Dublin Core documentation and labels are human-readable, but some technical facility may be needed in order to 
interpret statements serialized in formats such as RDF. 

95 MODS documentation and labels are human-readable, but some technical facility may be needed in order to 
interpret its XML format. 

96 Dublin Core metadata can be machine-readable depending on the serialization format (e.g., XML, RDF). 
97 Although MODS was originally intended to carry bibliographic data, it is usable for digital collections description in 

other domains. 
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4. RS.org statements in relation to Canadian copyright law 
As an initiative originating from DPLA and Europeana, applicability of RS.org statements in the Canadian 

context was not specifically considered in their development. This said, as an international standard, 

they are intended to be broadly applicable, and there is openness to considering modifications to the 

statements, including adding new statements as needed by the community.98  

There are a few jurisdiction-specific RS.org statements that likely do not apply in the Canadian context 

altogether, specifically ‘In Copyright - EU Orphan Work’ and ‘No Copyright - United States’, since 

copyright laws vary per jurisdiction. Additionally, there may be gaps in the current suite of RS.org 

statements for situations specific to the Canadian legal context, notably for Crown copyright,  ‘orphan 

works’, and fair dealing exceptions, all of which are explained further in this section. Separately if there 

were a ‘No Copyright – Canada’ statement, this would clearly state that the material was assessed under 

Canadian copyright law and was found to be free of copyright restrictions. By comparison, the Creative 

Commons ‘Public Domain Mark’ does not necessarily indicate that the work to which it has been applied 

is free of copyright in all jurisdictions.99 

Crown copyright is specified in section 12 of the Copyright Act, which states that copyright belonging to 

the Crown will persist for 50 years following the end of the calendar year in which the work was 

published.100 While the rights statement ‘In Copyright’ could be used for content covered by Crown 

copyright, a separate rights statement for Crown copyright for published works would be more specific. 

Regarding unpublished Crown works, if the act of sharing content online is interpreted as publication, 

there would be no use case for an RS.org statement for unpublished Crown works, as they would not be 

available online.101 

Section 77 of the Copyright Act pertains to situations in which copyright owners of published works 

cannot be located.102 The Act does not use the term ‘orphan works’, which may indicate both 

unlocatable or unidentifiable rights holders in other jurisdictions. Instead, the Act contains provisions for 

                                                                 
98 Previous changes to the RS.org statements as requested by partners and implementers are logged at: 

RightsStatements.org, "Change log", accessed 28 August 2019 at 
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/changelog.html. These include version changes, new statements, translations 
and minor changes. 

99 Creative Commons, "PDM FAQ, s.2.2”, 19 September 2012, accessed 28 August 2019 at 
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/PDM_FAQ#If_I_apply_the_PDM_to_a_work.2C_am_I_warranting_or_promising_that_t
he_work_is_free_of_copyright_around_the_world.3F.  

100 Copyright Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42). This pertains only to published works; Crown copyright for unpublished works 
exists in perpetuity prior to publication. See: Canadian Intellectual Property Office, A guide to copyrights, January 2000, p. 9, 
accessed 10 September 2019 at http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/RG43-27-2000E.pdf. Note that, generally 
speaking, Crown copyright has been described as unnecessary, outdated, and in opposition to open government principles. 
However, the 2019 review of the Canadian Copyright Act included a recommendation to improve it but not remove it 
(Recommendation 11). For discussions about Crown copyright issues, see: Amanda Wakaruk, "Canada's Crown copyright: 
outdated and unnecessary", 2 October 2018, accessed 28 August 2019 at https://open-shelf.ca/181002-canadas-crown-
copyright-outdated-and-unnecessary/. See also: House of Commons, Statutory review of the Copyright Act: Report of the 
Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, June 2019, accessed 28 August 2019 at  
https://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/INDU/Reports/RP10537003/indurp16/indurp16-e.pdf.   

101 Clarification provided by William Wilson, Policy Analyst, Library and Archives Canada (email, 17 September 2019). 
102 Copyright Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42). 

https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/changelog.html
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/PDM_FAQ#If_I_apply_the_PDM_to_a_work.2C_am_I_warranting_or_promising_that_the_work_is_free_of_copyright_around_the_world.3F
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/PDM_FAQ#If_I_apply_the_PDM_to_a_work.2C_am_I_warranting_or_promising_that_the_work_is_free_of_copyright_around_the_world.3F
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/RG43-27-2000E.pdf
https://open-shelf.ca/181002-canadas-crown-copyright-outdated-and-unnecessary/
https://open-shelf.ca/181002-canadas-crown-copyright-outdated-and-unnecessary/
https://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/INDU/Reports/RP10537003/indurp16/indurp16-e.pdf
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‘anonymous and pseudonymous’ works (ss.6.1 and 6.2) separate from those pertaining to works with 

unlocatable rights holders (s.77).103 Further, there is no specific mention of unpublished works with 

unlocatable rights holders, which complicates matters for those wishing to make available archival 

collections with unlocatable rights holders. The term ‘orphan work’ may also mislead in the sense that 

Canadian law recognizes that rights holders may consciously choose to remain anonymous, rather than 

‘abandoning’ or ‘orphaning’ their works.104 Individuals wishing to use published copyrighted works with 

unlocatable rights holders must apply for a license from the Copyright Board of Canada.105 If granted, 

this license is specific to the applicant and the use they specified; general or universal licenses for use 

cannot be granted by the Board.106 There is no mechanism within the Act to authorize the use of 

unpublished orphan works, meaning that some risk is involved in choosing to use the works.   

Another characteristic of the Canadian context with respect to copyright law are exceptions to copyright 

under fair dealing (s.29).107 These are sometimes referred to as ‘user rights’, as they are applicable from 

the point of view of individual users.108 They include use of copyright materials under certain conditions, 

such as for research, private study, education, parody, satire, criticism, review, and news reporting. As 

such, regardless of which ‘In Copyright’-related rights statement is applied to digital content, within 

Canada for works covered by Canadian law, fair dealing exceptions still apply. Information on fair dealing 

exceptions is often included in general copyright policies or guidance for users given by cultural heritage 

and educational institutions.109 This reinforces how RS.org statements alone cannot communicate the 

full extent of rights status, nor do they inherently contain sufficient information for users about the 

context of copyright law. As such, they work in partnership with general copyright guidance provided by 

institutions, as well as with detailed or specific rights statements that are be provided per item or per 

collection.  

There are also exceptions to the Copyright Act for libraries, archives and museums (ss.30.1 to 30.5). 

However, there are limitations to these exceptions with regard to making copies, such as only being 

permitted to create copies at a client’s request. This differs from the scenario of organizations 

proactively making digital content publicly accessible online in the absence of specific requests for 

copies from individuals.110 For this reason, cultural heritage or academic institutions wishing to make 

works with unlocatable rights holders available must be aware of the risk in doing so without having first 

                                                                 
103 Ibid. 
104 Clarification provided by William Wilson (conversation on 13 June 2019). 
105 Instructions for this process are provided at: Copyright Board of Canada, "Unlocatable copyright owners - 

Information brochure", 2016-08-26, accessed 28 August 2019 at https://cb-cda.gc.ca/unlocatable-introuvables/BRO-2016-08-
23-EN.html. 

106 Clarification provided by William Wilson on an earlier draft of this report (9 September 2019). 
107 Copyright Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42). See also: Fair Dealing Canada [Canadian Association of Research Libraries], 

"What is fair dealing?", accessed 28 August 2019 at https://fair-dealing.ca/what-is-fair-dealing/.  
108 Fair dealing provisions were first articulated as 'user rights' in a Supreme Court of Canada statement, described in 

Michael Geist's blog posting "Copyright users' rights in Canada hits ten: the tenth anniversary of the CCH decision" (4 March 
2014, accessed 28 August 2019 at http://www.michaelgeist.ca/2014/03/cch-anniversary/.  

109 As examples, see: Library and Archives Canada, "Terms and conditions", 2019-04-25, accessed 28 August 2019 at 
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/Pages/terms-and-conditions.aspx. See also: University of Alberta, Copyright Office, "UAlberta 
policies & procedures", accessed 28 August 2019 at https://www.ualberta.ca/copyright/student-staff-guide/ualberta-policies-
procedures.  

110 Copyright Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42), ss.30.1 and 30.2. 

https://cb-cda.gc.ca/unlocatable-introuvables/BRO-2016-08-23-EN.html
https://cb-cda.gc.ca/unlocatable-introuvables/BRO-2016-08-23-EN.html
https://fair-dealing.ca/what-is-fair-dealing/
http://www.michaelgeist.ca/2014/03/cch-anniversary/
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/Pages/terms-and-conditions.aspx
https://www.ualberta.ca/copyright/student-staff-guide/ualberta-policies-procedures
https://www.ualberta.ca/copyright/student-staff-guide/ualberta-policies-procedures
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obtained licenses from the Copyright Board. However, as mentioned, such licenses do not permit 

universal use of such content (i.e. even if the orphan content is made available online under fair dealing 

or a license obtained by the institution, this does not permit others to use the content, as the license is 

tied to the applicant and their specified use). Also, as mentioned, such licenses are not available for 

unpublished orphan content.   

Given the way in which Canadian copyright law addresses anonymous or pseudonymous works, and 

works with unlocatable rights holders, more analysis would be helpful regarding whether (a) rights 

statement(s) specific to works of these types would be useful or advisable. If such content could be 

made available online by institutions under fair dealing exceptions, then a new rights statement such as 

‘In Copyright – Rights holder(s) Unlocatable’ could overtly signal the need for users to apply for 

individual licenses from the Canadian Copyright Board if their desired use fell outside of exceptions 

under fair dealing. It would be helpful for content providers to flag for users that this procedure was 

required. While it is possible that the existing rights statement 'In Copyright - Rights-Holder(s) 

Unlocatable or Unidentifiable' could be useful, it does not reflect the potential intent by rights holders 

to remain anonymous. Using the existing ‘In Copyright’ statement may the simplest choice for Canadian 

organizations in the near term, pending development (if any) of new rights statements to reflect the 

situations just described.111  

Regarding the fair dealing exception in the Copyright Act for education (s.29), the rights statement ‘In 

Copyright – Educational Use Permitted’ is related but not identical in purpose. The fair dealing provision 

permits users to use the copyrighted material for educational purposes under Canadian law. Anyone can 

claim the fair dealing purpose for education; it is not restricted to educational institutions. The rights 

holder has not necessarily granted permission for this use. On the other hand, the RS.org statement 

indicates that either the party making the content available is the rights holder, or has obtained explicit 

permission from the rights holder, to authorize this particular type of use.112 

A final consideration to mention is that Canadian copyright law focuses on Western approaches to 

intellectual property. It does not reflect other approaches to intellectual property that are relevant in 

the Canadian context, particularly those of Indigenous cultures, for which there are several differences. 

These include differences in the concept of ownership, focusing on collective ownership rather than 

individual ownership; criteria for determining originality; lack of a fixed form, such as a book or sound 

recording, for knowledge and cultural expressions that are shared orally; and the limited term to some 

protections, such as a term of the life of the creator plus 50 years for copyright, when traditional 

knowledge and cultural expressions are timeless and intergenerational in nature.113 

                                                                 
111 Advice provided by William Wilson (email, 17 September 2019). 
112 RightsStatements.org, "In copyright - educational use permitted", accessed 28 August 2019 at 

https://rightsstatements.org/page/InC-EDU/1.0/?language=en.  
113 Government of Canada, "Introduction to intellectual property rights and Indigenous knowledge and cultural 

expressions in Canada", 2019-08-26, accessed 29 August 2019 at https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/108.nsf/eng/00007.html. See 
also: Hilary Bird, "Indigenous culture not protected in Canadian law, lawyers and academics say", 31 May 2017, accessed 11 
September 2019 at https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/indigenous-culture-not-protected-in-canadian-law-lawyers-and-
academics-say-1.4138794. Additional clarification also provided by William Wilson, as a comment on an earlier draft of this text 
(6 September 2019). 

https://rightsstatements.org/page/InC-EDU/1.0/?language=en
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/108.nsf/eng/00007.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/indigenous-culture-not-protected-in-canadian-law-lawyers-and-academics-say-1.4138794
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/indigenous-culture-not-protected-in-canadian-law-lawyers-and-academics-say-1.4138794
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5. Implementing RS.org statements 
Basic steps toward implementing RS.org statements for digital heritage collections include: 

- identifying the rights status of the material; and 

- selecting a method for implementing RS.org statements. 

5.1 Assessing the rights status of digital material 
Ascertaining the rights status of material can be complicated or difficult, such as when little is known 

about the origin and provenance of the material. In addition to confusion about the rights status of the 

material, there can also be uncertainty regarding the application of copyright laws to materials in a given 

jurisdiction, which affects the choice of communication tools or licenses that could be applied to content 

in a given jurisdiction. Other rights may apply to the material as well, such as contractual obligations 

imposed by donors of archival material.114 

Institutions could also choose to defer assessing the rights status, making the material available online 

regardless, but conscious of the risks involved with making copyright-protected material openly 

available. The rights statement 'Copyright not evaluated' is usable in this instance.115 As noted in section 

3 of this report, the exceptions to copyright for libraries, archives and museums under Canadian law do 

not provide for proactively making accessible copyrighted content to the public. Institutions that 

communicate uncertainty over rights status and suggest that users ascertain or consider the rights 

status of material in relation to their intended usage helps mitigate infringement risks for users. 

Institutions may also choose to provide ‘take down’ options, or the scenario in which a rights holder 

comes across their content being made available without their permission and can request that it be 

removed from the Web.116  

The level of assessment is another factor, in other words, whether each individual item’s rights are 

assessed, or if rights assessment can be done at the collection level, or at the level of the web site (a 

‘blanket statement’). This affects the way in which RS.org statements would be applied. While intended 

to be applied to individual items,117 there is potential to apply them to collections as well, if this is the 

level at which right status is determined. 

                                                                 
114 The "Recommendations for standardized international rights statements" white paper provides a discussion on 

'the complexity of determining and communicating copyright status' for institutions holding cultural heritage collections (pp. 8-
11). 

115 RightsStatements.org, accessed 28 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/page/CNE/1.0/?language=en.  
116 As an example, Simon Fraser University Library Services' Copyright Office provides a "Takedown protocol for 

digitized material disseminated under a risk management decision" (in "Risk management copyright policy framework for SFU 
library digitization projects", July 2016, accessed 28 August 2019 at https://www.lib.sfu.ca/system/files/26747/rm-sfu-
2016.pdf).  

117 This is implied in the text of the “Recommendations for standardized international rights statements" white paper, 
which references ‘items’ to which RS.org statements are applied. An item is defined as “a specific object (e.g. the specific 
instantiation of a Work) to which a contributing organization may apply a Rights Statement” (p. 5). 

https://rightsstatements.org/page/CNE/1.0/?language=en
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/system/files/26747/rm-sfu-2016.pdf
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/system/files/26747/rm-sfu-2016.pdf
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5.2 Choices for implementation 
After having completed any rights assessments of the collection material that are desired, an approach 

to implementing RS.org statements may depend on the existing means by which to communicate rights 

status, and any new developments necessary to incorporate RS.org statements. 

Some institutions provide rights statements that apply to all digital material in an online collection. Such 

blanket statements attempt to communicate aspects such as current rights status (if known), risks and 

choices for the user to consider when deciding if and how to use material from the collection. A blanket 

statement may be provided as a separate web page.118 If implementing RS.org statements, blanket 

copyright statements may need to be revised or removed, to ensure that all information provided by the 

organization for its collections is harmonious. 

Some institutions have collection or item-level rights information available. This information may be 

formatted according to archival, library or museum description rules, or using various metadata 

standards (as described in Section 2 of this report). RS.org statements could be implemented in a 

complementary fashion to existing, more granular, rights information. As explained in the white paper, 

“Recommendations for standardized international rights statements", this was part of the original idea 

for how RS.org statements could be implemented.119 Implementation guidance provided by RS.org was 

previously noted in section 1.4.6 of this report, such as to include RS.org URIs within the descriptive 

metadata, and options for displaying the statements inline with buttons, icons, or text. 

Institutions that hold the rights to material have the option to assign Creative Commons licenses or, 

when legally possible, use public domain designations. Institutions will have to determine which of the 

existing 12 RS.org statements apply to the material, and at which level of granularity they should be 

assigned (e.g., item, collection). 

Technical infrastructure will also determine options for communicating rights information, ranging from 

descriptions provided on web sites to collection metadata published and downloadable in machine-

readable linked data formats.  

6. How are RS.org statements currently being used by Canadian 

organizations? 
There is no comparable standardized rights scheme in Canada to RS.org statements. Currently, the 

means of communicating rights information is idiosyncratic and institution-specific.120 The use of 

national or international descriptive standards, such as RAD, RDA or CHIN Data Dictionaries, or metadata 

                                                                 
118 As an example, the blanket terms of use ('conditions d'utlisation des contenus') for the BAnQ Numérique site: 

http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/conditions.html (June 2019, accessed 29 August 2019). This site will be explored as a 
case study in section 5 of this report. 

119 p. 12.  
120 This statement is based on informal surveying of ways to describe rights status employed by select Canadian 

cultural heritage institutions, as documented in an internal Library and Archives Canada report prepared by the Strategic 
Research and Policy Team, RightsStatements.org policy considerations (August 2017). If a systematic study of approaches to 
communicating rights information by cultural heritage institutions in Canada has been published, the author is unaware of it 
and would appreciate any references that readers could provide. 

http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/conditions.html
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standards like Dublin Core or MODS, only provides common rules and structures, but not necessarily 

common, or standardized vocabularies, such as RS.org.  

Representatives of five Canadian cultural heritage organizations participated in phone interviews of 30-

60 minutes, often followed by email discussion, to help illustrate how RS.org statements either were 

currently being used or could be used in their organizational contexts: 

 Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ) 

 British Columbia Electronic Library Network (BC ELN)’s Arca Digital Repository 

 Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN) 

 Internet Archive Canada 

 University of Alberta Library 

Questions were asked about: 

 whether there was a need for standardized rights statements, generally speaking; 

 how well the existing 12 RS.org statements fit within the Canadian context; 

 whether there were any technical challenges to implementing them; 

 whether the RS.org statements had already been applied to collection data, in test, pilots or 

assessments; 

 if so, what the results of the tests or pilots were, what the experience of implementing was like, 

and what worked well; and 

 whether there were any other known standardized rights schemes inter-institutional in scope 

that had been considered. 

A copy of the questions is provided in Appendix A (variations occurred in the interviews, depending on 

individual institutional contexts). 

6.1 BAnQ 
BAnQ is the national library and archives of Québec with a mission to acquire, preserve and provide 

access to Québec's cultural heritage.121 BAnQ’s web portal BAnQ numérique was launched in 2015 as 

part of the Plan culturel numérique du Québec, giving access to BAnQ's complete digital offer, including 

access to its digital cultural heritage collections. These collections are in a variety of formats including 

archival material, books, newspapers, maps, photographs, postcards, sound recordings, videos, prints, 

posters, and performing arts programmes. They may be either digitized or born-digital in nature. 

Licensed resources, such as online streaming services or databases, are also made available through the 

site for subscribers to BAnQ's services.122  

                                                                 
121 BAnQ, "About BAnQ", accessed 9 September 2019 at 

http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/mission_lois_reglements/mission/.  
122 BAnQ, "BAnQ numérique - À propos", accessed 31 July 2019 at http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/index.html. 

The URL for the main site is: http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/. 

http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/mission_lois_reglements/mission/
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/index.html
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/
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The intent is for BAnQ numérique to be a comprehensive resource fulfilling the research, educational 

and recreational needs of its users.123 Currently over 100,000 digitized public domain cultural heritage 

items are made accessible through the site, and additional assessments of BAnQ collections, including 

consideration of rights status, will continue to identify other candidate heritage resources to be made 

available there.124 For BAnQ’s cultural heritage collections, efforts have been underway for many years 

to clarify rights status where uncertainties remained. Work is ongoing to determine rights statuses of 

material, particularly to identify those free of restrictions.125  

At the time of writing this report in the summer of 2019, BAnQ provides a statement of usage conditions 

applying to resources made available on BAnQ numérique as a whole. In summary, the statement 

clarifies that materials on the site in the public domain can be used for commercial or non-commercial 

purposes, so long as the author or creator (if known) are indicated, as well as noting BAnQ as the source. 

Otherwise, copyright-protected materials made available on the site can be used within the limits of 

Canadian copyright law (e.g., for private study, research, etc.). Permission for other uses must be 

granted by rights holders, which may be BAnQ or other parties, and requests for such permission must 

be made in writing to BAnQ. It is the responsibility of users to ensure that copyright is respected. For 

resources provided by third-parties made accessible to BAnQ subscribers through the site, copyright and 

any other usage conditions specified by each service provider must be respected.126 

Metadata about digitized cultural heritage resources provided in BAnQ numérique is derived from one 

of two sources, Pistard (BAnQ's archival catalogue) or BAnQ's library catalogue.127 Information such as 

title, date, genre, description, subjects, and collection are given for each digital item, viewable by 

clicking ‘Information’ in the menu to the right of an image. Individual items may be comprised of 

component parts (‘élements’), such as multiple photographs described as a single item.128 Rights 

information in the library catalogue, which uses MARC 21 metadata standards, is currently held in a local 

dedicated field. Descriptions in Pistard, which follow the Rules for Archival Description (RAD), also use a 

local field for rights information.129 While detailed rights information may be available in these source 

catalogues, only a link to ‘Conditions d’utilisation’ is given in BAnQ numérique item metadata. 

As announced in a spring 2019 press release, BAnQ is undertaking a project to implement RS.org 

statements and Creative Commons licenses for its digital cultural heritage materials, both those known 

                                                                 
123 Ibid., "BAnQ numérique - Vision et mission", accessed 31 July 2019 at 

http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/vision_mission.html.  
124 Ibid., "BAnQ makes over 100,000 digitized public-domain heritage items freely available on its web portal", 13 May 

2019, accessed 31 July 2019 at 
http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=1&c_id=1
1a4af73-9785-46e7-a473-476991090490&an=2019. 

125 Phone conversation with Jean-François Palomino, Coordonnateur de la diffusion des collections patrimoniales, 
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec, 18 July 2019. 

126 BAnQ, "BAnQ numérique - Conditions d'utilisation des contenus de BAnQ numérique", accessed 31 July 2019 at 
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/conditions.html.  

127 Phone conversation with Jean-François Palomino, 18 July 2019. 
128 For example, see: "3 lettres de Wolfred Nelson, destinées à son ami L. H. Lafontaine, avocat à Montréal", accessed 

1 August 2019 at http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/patrimoine/details/52327/3286392.  
129 Phone conversation with Jean-François Palomino, 18 July 2019. 

http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/vision_mission.html
http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=1&c_id=11a4af73-9785-46e7-a473-476991090490&an=2019
http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=1&c_id=11a4af73-9785-46e7-a473-476991090490&an=2019
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/apropos/conditions.html
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/patrimoine/details/52327/3286392
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to be free of restrictions as well as those subject to restrictions, with an initial emphasis on the 

former.130 Subscription content made available through BAnQ's site from other service providers are out 

of scope of this project.131 This project is being undertaken to help improve awareness by users of the 

rights status and reuse possibilities of the materials available on the site, and RS.org and CC license 

statements are seen to be appropriate tools for this purpose. A French translation of RS.org statements 

has recently become available and BAnQ plans to use six of the 12 statements: In copyright; In copyright 

– Non-commercial use permitted; Unknown rights holder; Copyright undetermined; Copyright not 

evaluated; No known copyright.132 

As explained by Jean-François Palomino, Coordonnateur de la diffusion des collections patrimoniales at 

BAnQ, RS.org statements will be added to metadata in the source systems (Pistard and the library 

catalogue) so that, following metadata extraction, they will appear as part of item-level resource 

descriptions in BAnQ numérique. They will also display as part of metadata provided publicly in the 

Pistard catalogue, although they will not be made publicly viewable in the library catalogue’s data. 

Additional information concerning the rights on a digital object can be displayed by using specific note 

fields, both in Pistard and in the library catalogue. Metadata provided for digital items in BAnQ 

numérique will consist of links to an updated version of the text of 'Conditions d'utilisation' which will 

refer to RS.org statements or CC licenses, with some explanatory text. 

There will also be facets for RS.org statements or CC licenses incorporated into the BAnQ numérique 

search results page, so that users could filter results sets by rights status.133  

6.2 BC ELN’s Arca Digital Repository 
Arca is a collaborative initiative of the British Columbia Electronic Library Network, a consortium of post-

secondary libraries in British Columbia, providing a shared digital repository service for partner 

organizations.134 The initial idea was seeded in 2011, with the initial version of the repository in place by 

2015.135 Arca uses Islandora, an open-source repository platform.136 Arca repositories of participating BC 

post-secondary institutions and cultural organizations can be searched individually, or centrally 

                                                                 
130 BAnQ, "BAnQ makes over 100,000 digitized public-domain heritage items freely available on its web portal". 

Following the drafting of this report, BAnQ announced on 28 October 2019 that public domain materials had become freely 
available, and that their metadata included rights statements from RightsStatements.org. See: BAnQ, “Utiliser des œuvres du 
domaine public n’a jamais été aussi simple grâce à BAnQ”, accessed 13 November 2019 at 
http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=3&c_id=0
d7c74ff-0f1a-4630-b8ab-653a0214c2d6&an=2019. 

131 Phone conversation with Jean-François Palomino, 18 July 2019. 
132 Ibid. See also: RightsStatements.org, "Translations of the rights statements - Ongoing translation efforts", accessed 

1 August 2019 at https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/translations.html.  
133 For example, see: BAnQ, “BAnQ numérique – Résultat de la recherche", accessed 1 August 2019 at 

http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/resultats.   
134 BC Electronic Library Network, “Arca digital repository”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-

services/arca. The service is available here: https://arcabc.ca/. 
135 For a fuller description of the project history, see: Ibid., "Arca project timeline", accessed 12 July 2019 at 

https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/arca-project-timeline. 
136 “Arca digital repository”. 

http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=3&c_id=0d7c74ff-0f1a-4630-b8ab-653a0214c2d6&an=2019
http://www.banq.qc.ca/a_propos_banq/salle_de_presse/communiques_de_presse/communique.html?language_id=3&c_id=0d7c74ff-0f1a-4630-b8ab-653a0214c2d6&an=2019
https://rightsstatements.org/en/documentation/translations.html
http://numerique.banq.qc.ca/resultats
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca
https://arcabc.ca/
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/arca-project-timeline
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altogether.137 Eighteen repositories are currently listed as comprising the network, with three additional 

repositories soon to be officially launched.138 Participating partners contribute to the collaborative 

management of the services, and benefit from sharing costs, centralized hosting and support, and a 

coordinated approach to infrastructure and shared resources, including training and expertise.139 

Partners pay yearly service fees for the project, which address costs related to coordination, software 

services, and administrative services.140 The Arca Advisory Committee, a subcommittee of the BC ELN 

Steering Committee, provides oversight and strategic direction for the service,141 and a dedicated 

project manager and technical lead supports the project.142 

An administrator support site provides information on how to manage content and metadata in the 

repository, including batch ingesting, capturing metadata, site configuration, and other topics.143 

Metadata guidelines and sample files are also available, providing guidance on using the MODS 

metadata schema in the Arca Islandora system alongside examples144. All content in Arca has item-level 

metadata, except for individual pages of books or newspaper issues, and some aggregations (e.g., 

archival collections) have also been imported into the system.145 With respect to rights metadata, the 

MODS element <accessCondition> is intended to contain "information about restrictions imposed on 

access to a resource".146  

At present, metadata for items can be individually input using a form, or multiple items can be input in a 

spreadsheet which is then batch uploaded into the system. In either case, the metadata from the form 

or spreadsheet is transformed into the MODS format during upload.147 Ingests can also be done in batch 

as ZIP files of objects with MODS XML documents.148 If using the single-item entry form, drop-down 

fields for both RS.org statements and Creative Commons licenses are available, and additional 

information can be entered in a free-text field.149 The system permits content contributors to apply CC 

                                                                 
137 Ibid., “Arca participating sites”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-

services/arca/participating-sites. Also: Comment on an earlier draft received electronically from Brandon Weigel, Arca 
Coordinator and Manager, 13 August 2019. 

138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid., “Arca partner benefits & responsibilities”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-

services/arca/benefits-responsibilities. 
140 Ibid., “Arca service support”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/service-

support. 
141 Ibid., “Arca committee & groups”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-

services/arca/committees-groups. 
142 Ibid., “Arca contacts”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/contacts. 
143 Ibid., “Arca support”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/documentation. 
144 Ibid., “Arca metadata guidelines”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/arca-metadata-

guidelines. See also: Ibid., “Sample metadata files”, accessed 12 July 2019 at https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/sample-
metadata-files. 

145 Phone conversation with Brandon Weigel, 14 June 2019, as well as clarification received on a previous draft, 10 
December 2019. 

146 Library of Congress, “Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) - Top-level element: <accessCondition>”, 
accessed 12 July 2019 at https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/userguide/accesscondition.html.  

147 Phone conversation with Brandon Weigel, 14 June 2019. 
148 BC Electronic Library Network, "Batch ingest best practices", accessed 14 August 2019 at 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fN5iOuKIMgnXvmnzsV0BtrNu_Uqu_uiWDSgUFrNqgrM/edit#heading=h.je3uhsnrfjdl. 
149 Comment on an earlier draft received from Brandon Weigel, 13 August 2019. 

https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/participating-sites
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/participating-sites
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/benefits-responsibilities
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/benefits-responsibilities
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/service-support
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/service-support
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/committees-groups
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/committees-groups
https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca/contacts
https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/documentation
https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/arca-metadata-guidelines
https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/arca-metadata-guidelines
https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/sample-metadata-files
https://arca.bcelnapps.ca/metadata/sample-metadata-files
https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/userguide/accesscondition.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fN5iOuKIMgnXvmnzsV0BtrNu_Uqu_uiWDSgUFrNqgrM/edit#heading=h.je3uhsnrfjdl
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licenses and RS.org statements simultaneously.150 The RS.org field was made mandatory in July 2019,151 

making it the fourth mandatory metadata field for Arca alongside title, genre and date issued. Generally 

speaking, decisions on which fields should be mandatory are made collectively by the administrators 

within the Arca network, who need to reach consensus. Care must be taken when determining 

mandatory fields, as having more mandatory fields may pose a barrier to participation, given the cost 

associated with determining, assigning and managing metadata.152 

As of August 2019, approximately 26,563 objects in Arca have an RS.org statement applied to them, 

representing about 38% of the entire collection.153 After having decided to pilot RS.org statements in 

Arca, candidate collections with known rights statuses that could be batch updated were identified by 

local administrators at the request of Brandon Weigel, the Arca Coordinator and Manager. Batch 

updates adding RS.org statements were performed. Objects with an RS.org statement have a badge 

displayed on their page which was designed, coded and configured by Brandon Weigel, re-using graphics 

available at RS.org.154 Beyond designing the badge, the RS.org statements were easy to implement, as it 

was only necessary to add an RS.org URI to each item description.155 Moving forward, additional batch 

updates could be done for other collections to add RS.org statements, if the rights statuses of the 

collections are known. Another possibility could be to add ‘Copyright not Evaluated’ or ‘Copyright 

Undetermined’ to all of the collections with unspecified rights, but this would need to be decided by 

Arca partner organizations who own the collection material.156 

There was interest in piloting RS.org statements in Arca because of the perceived benefits of 

standardized rights statements in the context of Arca as an aggregation service. Standardized metadata 

allows for searching, faceting and collating by standardized terms. Standardized rights information 

provides clear information to end-users about how they may use the content that they encounter. The 

existing RS.org statements, aside from the two geographically-specific statements (‘EU Orphan Work’ 

and ‘No Copyright - United States’ seem to apply well in the Canadian context, with no mention as of yet 

from Arca partner organizations about inapplicability of RS.org statements or difficulty with applying 

them. In August 2019, of the 26,000 items in Arca that currently have an RS.org statement, the three 

statements most frequently used are: ‘In copyright’ (51%); ‘Copyright not evaluated’ (29%); and ‘In 

copyright – Educational use permitted’ (7%).157 

                                                                 
150 In August 2019, there were potentially as many as 3900 items described using CC licenses and RS.org statements 

simultaneously (email from Brandon Weigel, 22 August 2019). See for example: "10th anniversary open house", in Capilano 
University Collections, accessed 26 August 2019 at https://arcabc.ca/islandora/object/capu%3A4963. 

151 Ibid. 
152 Phone conversation with Brandon Weigel, 14 June 2019 and email from Brandon Weigel, 13 August 2019. 
153 Comment on an earlier draft received from Brandon Weigel, 13 August 2019. 
154 Ibid., and email from Brandon Weigel, 11 June 2019. See for example:  Emily Carr University of Art + Design, "10 

minutes of empathy", in Arca, accessed 5 August at https://arcabc.ca/islandora/object/ecuad%3A14272. The code for the 
Islandora Rights Statement badge is available here: https://github.com/bondjimbond/islandora_rightsstatements (accessed 12 
July 2019). 

155 Phone conversation with Brandon Weigel, 14 June 2019. 
156 Ibid. 
157 Email from Brandon Weigel, 11 June 2019; phone conversation with Brandon Weigel, 14 June 2019; and comment 

on an earlier draft received from Brandon Weigel, 13 August 2019. 

https://arcabc.ca/islandora/object/capu%3A4963
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6.3 CRKN 
The Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN) empowers researchers, educators, and society with 

greater access to the world’s research and Canada’s preserved documentary heritage, now and for 

future generations. CRKN members represent 76 academic libraries across Canada that include world-

class research institutions and innovative teaching-focused institutions, as well as two national libraries, 

and Canada’s largest public library system. 

CRKN undertakes projects and collaborations pertinent to its mission of advancing interconnected, 

sustainable access to the world’s research and to Canada’s documentary heritage content.158 Some 

examples related to digitization are: the Canadian National Digital Heritage Index (CNDHI), an index of 

digitized Canadian heritage collections at institutions across Canada;159 and the Canadiana Héritage 

Project, an initiative to digitize significant Canadian archival fonds in collaboration with Library and 

Archives Canada (LAC).160 Héritage is one of several projects previously managed by Canadiana.org prior 

to its merger with CRKN.161 Canadiana services, which are now part of CRKN, include the Canadiana 

collections, digitization, indexing and metadata creation or enhancement, digital preservation in a 

certified trusted digital repository, online searching and access, and APIs for data mining.162 The 

Canadiana collections are all accessible through individual web portals (e.g. Canadiana Online, 

Héritage).163 

On January 1, 2019, CRKN removed the subscription paywall to the Canadiana collections, resulting in 

over 60 million pages of digitized Canadian documentary heritage becoming available at no charge.164 

The removal of the paywall was the first step in making the Canadiana collections openly accessible. 

CRKN is currently investigating a pilot project to include rights declarations in Canadiana Online.165 This 

project would include two phases: policy development and research, and technical implementation. In 

the first phase of policy development and research, CRKN will review and update the terms of use for 

the collection content, develop a framework for determining and identifying rights statuses, identify 

statements from RightsStatements.org and Creative Commons licenses, and select a segment of the 

collections to pilot with this approach. In the technical implementation phase, CRKN will include the 

                                                                 
158 CRKN, “Projects and collaborations”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/projects-and-

collaborations. 
159 Ibid., “Canadian National Digital Heritage Index”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://www.crkn-

rcdr.ca/index.php/en/canadian-national-digital-heritage-index. 
160 Ibid., “Canadiana Heritage project”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/canadiana-heritage-

project. See also: Canadiana, “Héritage”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://heritage.canadiana.ca/?usrlang=en. 
161 Canadiana, “About Canadiana”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://www.canadiana.ca/about. 
162 Ibid., “Digitization, access and preservation partnership opportunities”, accessed 15 July 2019 at 

http://www.canadiana.ca/digitization-services. 
163 Ibid., “TDR repository content”, accessed 15 July 2019 at http://www.canadiana.ca/tdr-repository-content. 
164 Ibid., "Over 60 million pages of digitized Canadian documentary heritage soon to be available at no charge", 15 

November 2018, accessed 16 July 2019 at https://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/over-60-million-pages-digitized-canadian-
documentary-heritage-soon-be-available-no-charge.  

165 As described by Rebecca Ross, CRKN Director, Marketing and Stakeholder Engagement, in telephone and email 
exchanges between June and October, 2019. 
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rights field in the access platform of Canadiana, create a process for bulk updating existing records, and 

determine the ways in which to declare rights on the Canadiana website.  

6.4 Internet Archive Canada 
The Internet Archive is a non-profit organization focused on archiving digital content, including the 

Internet, digitized publications, and television programs. It also has a book digitization programme, 

operating at locations around the world, and it offers open access to digitized publications pre-dating 

1923 and an online borrowing service for other digitized books through its Open Library website.166 

Internet Archive Canada is a separate non-profit organization headquartered in Toronto, and it has 

partnered with over 250 Canadian libraries and other institutions to digitize and provide open access to 

their material, which to date total 344 distinct collections.167 Each institution’s digital collection has its 

own landing page, with a short description of the institution accompanying its digital collections.168 

Partner institutions determine which collections to digitize and provide online through Internet Archive 

Canada. Descriptive metadata for a collection is based on a partner institution's source catalogue, when 

possible. Otherwise, a template spreadsheet can be developed for use in a project. After completing 

digitization, a copy of the catalogue record for each resource is taken, if one is available, from which a 

subset of information will be displayed with each digitized item once mounted online. In addition, 

custom metadata selected and provided by a partner institution may be incorporated. For instance, 

approval metadata in the University of Alberta's Wiedrick Historical Education Curriculum Collection - 

Textbooks refers to approval within the provincial curriculum, including date approved and grade 

levels.169 Source catalog metadata, custom metadata, and metadata generated through digitization are 

compiled together and uploaded to Internet Archive’s system using batch processes.170 This metadata is 

defined in an online guide. An additional guide was developed to specify metadata for book digitization, 

and it identifies which metadata elements are provided by a partner institution, such as from their 

catalogue, or by Internet Archive Canada.171 If an item's description is based on a source catalogue 

record, a link to a modified MARC 21 record is given at the bottom of an item's web page.172 This record 

                                                                 
166 Internet Archive, "About the Internet Archive", accessed 25 July 2019 at https://archive.org/about/. Ibid., "Open 

Library", accessed 25 July 2019 at https://openlibrary.org/.   
167 Internet Archive Canada, "Canadian libraries", accessed 16 October 2019 at 

https://archive.org/details/toronto%26tab=about?tab=about. See also Katie Barrett's Internet Archive Blog post, "FAQs about 
the Internet Archive Canada", 3 December 2019, accessed 25 July 2019 at https://blog.archive.org/2016/12/03/faqs-about-the-
internet-archive-canada/.  

168 For example: Internet Archive, "University of Alberta Libraries", accessed 25 July 2019 at 
https://archive.org/details/university_of_alberta_libraries?tab=collection.  

169 Phone conversation with Andrea Mills, Digitization Program Manager, Internet Archive Canada, 9 July 2019. See 
for example: "Geography for today's world: Our big world", accessed 25 July 2019 at 
https://archive.org/details/geographyfortoda00barr. 

170 Phone conversation with Andrea Mills, 9 July 2019. 
171 Internet Archive, "Internet Archive metadata", accessed 25 July 2019 at https://help.archive.org/hc/en-

us/articles/360018818271-Internet-Archive-Metadata. Ibid., "Internet Archive books metadata guide", accessed 25 July 2019 at 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Axxj5sw7bvNfHtHAUlulmr-FoOxdd0TcGQmKfMIf2eQ/edit#gid=711977340  

172 For example, the MARCXML file for: “Geography for today’s world: Our big world”, accessed 25 July 2019 at 
https://archive.org/download/geographyfortoda00barr/geographyfortoda00barr_archive_marc.xml. 
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can be re-used by partners, or by anyone else who wishes to link to the digitized resource at Internet 

Archive Canada from their catalogue.  

Internet Archive has a terms of use, privacy policy, and copyright policy applying to all content made 

available through its services.173 The policy specifies that free access to its content is given for the 

purposes of scholarship and research, and that it is the responsibility of users to respect all applicable 

laws and regulations, including those pertaining to copyright. Users are advised to use content in a 

manner consistent with rights information, including licenses like Creative Commons, insofar as they 

trust the declarer of rights, which is usually a content provider and not Internet Archive.174 

Partner institutions are responsible for identifying the rights status of the material being digitized and 

shared through Internet Archive Canada. This information, as provided, is included within item 

descriptions.175 Metadata fields for conveying rights status identified in Internet Archives metadata 

guides include ‘possible-copyright-status’, ‘rights’, and ‘licenseurl’, though information in these fields 

may publicly display with different labels.176 For instance, Creative Commons licenses, which have been 

used by some Internet Archive Canada partners, may display in a field labelled ‘Usage’.177 

As of yet, no Internet Archive Canada partners have used RS.org statements. Andrea Mills, Digitization 

Program Manager for Internet Archive Canada, indicated her organization’s general interest in 

supporting its partners and being responsive to their needs, including potentially developing new 

mechanisms for communicating rights information. It may be possible to support RS.org statements 

within the existing Internet Archive system, building on what has been done for Creative Commons 

licenses. This could include a hyperlinked icon that would direct to an RS.org web page for a particular 

statement.178 It could be possible, too, to add RS.org metadata to the aforementioned modified MARC 

21 record that Internet Archive may generate and provide a link to, at the bottom of an item’s web 

page.179 

Regarding the suitability of the existing RS.org statements within the Canadian context, there may be 

value in having a statement to indicate crown copyright. Andrea Mills noted that statements for 

government publications, which are provided by government organizations such as Publications Ontario 

when copyright is held by the Queen's Printer for Ontario, tend to have standardized text. If 

                                                                 
173 Internet Archive, "Internet Archive's terms of use, privacy policy, and copyright policy", 31 Dec. 2014, accessed 26 

July 2019 at https://archive.org/about/terms.php. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Phone conversation with Andrea Mills, 9 July 2019. 
176 "Internet Archive metadata" and "Internet Archive books metadata guide". The latter does not include all technical 

metadata options, as listed on the “Internet Archive metadata” site. Further, ‘rights’ is a metadata field listed in the latter 
guide, but not in the former. 

177 For example, an item from the University of Toronto collection with a Creative Commons license (text and a linked 
icon in the ‘Usage’ field with additional information provided in the ‘Rights’ field): Internet Archive, "York 1: Introduction the 
records - Records of early English drama", accessed 26 July 2019 at https://archive.org/details/yorkREED01johnuoft. 

178 Phone conversation with Andrea Mills, 9 July 2019 and email with Andrea Mills, 11 July 2019.  
179 Andrea Mills indicated that details concerning the manner in with RS.org metadata could be incorporated into 

descriptive metadata, displayed on items’ web pages, and provided in modified MARC 21 records are yet to be determined. 
Phone conversation, 9 July 2019. 
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supplementing this text with an RS.org statement, having one specific to crown copyright may be 

useful.180   

6.5 University of Alberta Libraries 
The University of Alberta is a large Canadian research university located in Edmonton, Alberta, having a 

rich library system comprising multiple locations and large, diverse collections.181 The University of 

Alberta Libraries’ Peel’s Prairie Provinces site is one of its main digital collections, in addition to those 

made accessible by Internet Archive Canada.182 The Peel site provides access to diverse digitized 

collections, including over 7500 books, 66000 newspaper issues, 16000 postcards, and 1000 maps about 

the history of the Prairies. Also available are an online bibliography of resources pertaining to Prairie 

development, as well as a full-text searchable collection of many of the bibliography’s resources. The 

bibliography and digitized collections were built from work of Bruce Peel, particularly the third edition of 

Peel's Bibliography of the Canadian Prairies to 1953.183 The site also includes educational resources 

intended for use with its materials, such as lesson plans.184 

Descriptive metadata is provided in the Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) format for each 

digital object available on the Peel site, with exception to three collections that were digitized at an 

earlier time and use Dublin Core metadata (Alberta Digital Royal Commissions, Alberta Folklore and 

Local History, Alberta Folklore and Local History Photographs). Controlled vocabularies are used as part 

of descriptive metadata, including Library of Congress Authorities, Canadiana Authorities, Canadian 

Subject Headings and Répertoire de vedettes-matière.185 A similar approach for item-level metadata 

using MODS and controlled vocabularies is used for the "Prairie Postcards Collection".186 The "Magee 

Photograph Collection", digitized in partnership with the University of Lethbridge, uses comparable 

metadata standards and vocabularies, with the original Dublin Core descriptive metadata having been 

converted to MODS for improved interoperability with other collections on the Peel site.187 

Rights information is communicated for the whole site with a general ‘Copyright and terms of use’ 

statement that takes an educative approach. This statement notes that the University of Alberta is not 

                                                                 
180 For example: Internet Archive, "A position paper on public finance", accessed 26 July 2019 at 

https://archive.org/details/positionpaperonp00onta. Standardized text describing rights and reuse conditions is provided in the 
‘Rights’ field.   

181 University of Alberta Libraries, "UofA Libraries Facts & Figures", accessed 5 August 2019 at 
https://www.library.ualberta.ca/about-us/facts.  

182 As characterized by Sarah Severson, Digital Initiatives Librarian, University of Alberta, email correspondence, 28 
June, 2019. See also: http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/index.html.  

183 University of Alberta Libraries, "Peel's Prairie Provinces - About the site", accessed 30 July 2019 at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/aboutsite.html. See also: Bruce Braden Peel, Ernie B. Ingles (ed.), N. Merrill Distad (ed.), Peel's 
Bibliography of the Canadian Prairies to 1953 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003).  

184 University of Alberta Libraries, "Peel's Prairie Provinces - Educational resources", accessed 30 July 2019 at 
http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/educationalresources/index.html.  

185 Ibid., "Peel's Prairie Provinces - Metadata", accessed 30 July 2019 at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/metadata/peel.html.  
186 Ibid., “Peel's Prairie Provinces - Prairie postcards collection”, accessed 30 July 2019 at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/postcards.html.  
187 Ibid., “Peel's Prairie Provinces - Magee photograph collection”, accessed 30 July 2019 at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/magee.html.  
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the copyright holder for items in the Peel collection and, as such, it cannot grant re-use permissions for 

the materials. It is the responsibility of the user to conduct a copyright assessment of materials, such as 

whether they are in the public domain; whether use allowed by Creative Commons licenses (i.e. in the 

Postcard Collection188  & Magee Photograph Collection) is suitable for their planned activity; and 

whether their intended use aligns with fair dealing. Additional resources to assist users in determining 

acceptable uses are linked from this page, including a template that they can use to request permission 

from copyright owners.189 

Sarah Severson, Digital Initiatives Project Librarian at the University of Alberta Library, indicated her 

organization’s interest in using RightsStatements.org statements as part of metadata for individual 

digitized items in the future. RS.org statements are an appealing option because they consist of a 

common vocabulary that can clearly communicate rights status to users and it’s accepted best practice 

to include item level information about rights. She noted that RS.org statements are part of the 

requirements identified for a proposed new Digital Asset Management System (DAMS). Implementing 

RS.org in the DAMS will likely be straightforward, if only providing URIs as part of the metadata. An 

advantage to using RS.org statements in the DAMS could be to enable batch changes to time-bound 

rights-statuses (e.g. from 'in copyright' to 'public domain' upon expiry of the copyright term). Prior to 

undertaking this project, however, Sarah Severson noted interest in potentially piloting RS.org 

statements in work done collaboratively with the Internet Archive, perhaps later in 2019 or early 2020. 

In addition to RS.org statements and Creative Commons licenses, she mentioned potential interest in 

Traditional Knowledge labels and how they might interplay with the other two rights and licensing 

schemes.190 

7. How might RS.org statements apply to the National Heritage 

Digitization Strategy (NHDS)? 
The National Heritage Digitization Strategy is a collaborative effort by Canadian organizations in the 

libraries, archives and museums sector to further infrastructure, tools, and community collaboration 

concerning digitization of Canadian documentary heritage.191 

At present, NHDS does not have a national aggregation and discovery service similar to Europeana or 

DPLA. However, this has been an item of ongoing discussion by NHDS. A conceptual model and working 

prototype system for discovery across GLAM collections was developed in 2017.192 Objective 2.2 on the 

                                                                 
188 Ibid., “Peel’s Prairie Provinces – License and Usage Conditions”, accessed 30 July 2019 at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/permissions/postcards.html.   
189 Ibid., “Peel’s Prairie Provinces – Copyright and terms of use”, accessed 30 July at 

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/copyright.html.  
190 Phone conversation with Sarah Severson, 28 June 2019. See also: Local Contexts, "Traditional Knowledge (TK) 

labels", accessed 5 August 2019 at http://localcontexts.org/tk-labels/. 
191 National Heritage Digitization Strategy, accessed 29 August 2019 at https://nhds.ca/. 
192 These developments were reported on at NHDS Steering Committee meetings, particularly 24 April 2017 

(conceptual model) and 21 November 2017 (presentation of discovery platform prototype). See: 
https://cnhds.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/nhds-sc-minutes-2017-04-24.pdf and 
https://cnhds.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/nhds-minutes-2017-11-21.pdf (accessed 29 August 2019). 
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https://nhds.ca/
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https://cnhds.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/nhds-minutes-2017-11-21.pdf
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2018 NHDS business plan included several tasks related to investigating options for discovery platforms, 

and it remains an item of discussion and investigation.193 

Regardless of the current lack of a national aggregation service, Canadian organizations can choose to 

independently implement RS.org for their digital collections. This was demonstrated in the case studies 

in the previous section.  

As mentioned in the first section of this report, NHDS is a member of the RS.org steering committee. 

Further, two individuals from NHDS member organizations were recently nominated to the RS.org 

working groups for the statements and the technical infrastructure.194 NHDS participation, thus, reflects 

how RS.org is seen as an important piece of enabling discovery of digitized cultural heritage collections, 

in this case through standardized metadata, and this is central to NHDS’s mandate. Specifically, one of 

the objectives of the Strategy is to "identify standards and methods that can be used by memory 

institutions, large and small, and that are based on best practices".195 

8. Conclusion 
RightsStatements.org rights statements provide a way for cultural heritage institutions and content 

aggregators to communicate rights status and re-use information for their digital holdings. They are 

designed as a simple, concise, controlled vocabulary of statements conveying rights and re-use status, 

intended to answer the basic question of whether and how content can be used. Based on linked data 

technologies, they allow for machine consumption and interaction, including the ability to structure 

queries and facet search results. They have uniquely filled a gap in standardized statements for rights 

information, complementing other metadata schemes, descriptive standards, and content licenses such 

as Creative Commons.  

Implementing RightsStatements.org statements is not without challenges, however. The rights and re-

use statuses of materials must be known in order to apply an appropriate RightsStatement.org 

statement. In cases where this is difficult to achieve, institutions may take a risk-based approach to 

making digital content available online with questionable rights statuses. A further challenge is the 

technical integration of RS.org metadata into existing descriptive systems and approaches. Also, not all 

of the current suite of 12 RS.org statements may be relevant to apply in a given context, given 

jurisdictional differences, or certain statements that might be useful are not among the available 

options. Lastly, care must be taken to contextualize RS.org information for users, so that users are aware 

of additional work that may be outstanding regarding rights assessments (in cases where rights status is 

unknown), or aware of their option to further investigate rights status of material. 

                                                                 
193 Accessed 29 August 2019 at https://cnhds.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/nhds-business-plan-2018-19.pdf. 
194 A list of working group members is available at: "About RightsStatements.org". The proposed nomination of two 

individuals from NHDS member organizations was also reported on at the 17 May 2019 NHDS Steering Committee meeting 
(accessed 29 August 2019 at https://cnhds.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/nhds-minutes-2019-05-17.pdf). 

195 National Heritage Digitization Strategy, "The strategy", accessed 29 August 2019 at https://nhds.ca/about/the-
strategy/.  
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Given the support to date for RS.org statements in the international community and, as demonstrated in 

the case studies within this report, in the Canadian community, the value of RS.org statements seems 

clear, and the benefits outweigh the challenges, ambiguities or risks. 
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Appendix A: Interview questions196 

1.      Do you feel there is a need for standardized rights statements generally speaking? How well do the 
existing 12 RightsStatements.org (RS.org) statements fit the Canadian context? Does the technology 
proposed to implement them (linked data) create any additional challenges? 

2.      Have you applied, or are you considering applying, RS.org statements to collection data? For 
instance, have you developed any plans, or undertaken any tests, pilots, or assessments? 

3.      If you have tested, piloted, or implemented them, what has your experience been like? What has 
worked well, and what have been the results? 

4.      Do you know of any other standardized rights schemes, methods or supporting technologies in use 
in Canada (that are inter-institutional in scope)? 

                                                                 
196 Note that small adjustments were made to the phrasing of these questions, depending on the participant to which 

they were directed, for instance, if it was known in advance that implementation of statements had already been undertaken. 
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Appendix B: NHDS Steering Committee Members 
David Alexander, Royal BC Museum  

Clare Appavoo, Canadian Research Knowledge Network  

Jonathan Bengtson, Canadian Association of Research Libraries  

Ern Bieman, Canadian Heritage Information Network  

Sarah Dupont, University of British Columbia  

Paul Durand, Canadian Museum of History  

Loren Fantin, OurDigitalWorld Organization  

Émilie Fortin, Bibliothèque de l'Université Laval  

Geoffrey Harder, University of Alberta  

Christopher Hives, University of British Columbia  

Allison Lennox, Toronto Public Library  

Gilles Lesage, Société historique de Saint-Boniface  

Loryl MacDonald, University of Toronto  

Katherine McColgan, Canadian Federation of Library Associations  

Andrea Mills, Canada Internet Archive  

Lisa Miniaci, Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec  

Michael Moosberger, Dalhousie University  

Kathryn Rose, Memorial University of Newfoundland  

Kathryn Ruddock, University of Calgary  

Paul Takala, Hamilton Public Library  

Carole Urbain, Association pour l'avancement des sciences et des techniques de documentation 

Leslie Weir, Library and Archives Canada  

Heather Wood, The Writers Union of Canada 
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